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INTRODUCTION

This is the final report on two years of research which were conducted under the auspices of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. A one-year telescopic spectral reflectivity analysis of proposed lunar landing sites was carried out beginning in April 1970. In March 1971 the project was extended for another year. A report was submitted on the first year's work (see attachment A); this is the report on the second year's work. Copies of the proposals for both years are also included (attachments B and C).

ACTIVITIES

Under the grant extension the following was accomplished:
1) a final report of the results of the project was completed and distributed; 2) the data have been reworked to include some minor corrections discovered to be useful; 3) an atlas of both graphic and numerical data has been prepared and is available to interested groups. In addition, this information has been widely disseminated by presentation at a conference at MSC-LSI in January, 1972, an article published in The Moon (see attachment D) and detailed reports sent to the MSC and USGS mapping personnel for use in planning the Apollo 16 and 17 missions. We prepared a presentation for the Apollo 16 and 17 astronaut teams. It was given to the 17 crew but was cancelled for the 16 crew due to astronaut sickness.

Dr. Thornton Page of MSC also suggested that the Apollo 17 television camera be used to attempt mapping for rock types and minerals. He thought that this would be possible since we had shown that the absorption bands present in the reflection spectrum
of lunar rocks and soils are diagnostic of the rock type and mineralogy (see attachment D). The principal investigator was asked to consult on this project as part of the grant extension; he agreed to advise on this matter, but not to organize or direct it.

It was suggested that the vidicon tube in the Apollo camera be changed from a SIT to a direct silicon target vidicon. This would extend the spectral response into the infrared where the mineral absorption bands exist. Further, it was suggested that a set of filters be used which would show contrasts between rock types and at the same time allow public viewing of the lunar surface. The blue and green filters where essentially the same as those used on other missions but the red filter was to be moved to near 0.95 microns so as to be positioned in the pyroxene absorption band. Using this filter, the dramatic band strength changes from rock to rock (see attachment E) would be visible on the television monitor.

Several meetings were held at MSC with Dr. Page and an RCA representative to prepare a proposal for a change in the hardware on the forthcoming mission. It became apparent at this time that there was little sympathy within the Apollo program for such a change.

We also worked with the MSC Image Processing Group on an attempt to extract useful mineral information from the tape of the Apollo 15 television science experiment. The principal investigator met with several members of the MSC group to advise on data to be processed and analyses to be used. There were several false starts before some preliminary analysis was performed. The results were encouraging: several color features
were evident in the processed images. However, the services of the MSC group were withdrawn before any further work could be done.

In the mean time, RCA modified an Apollo camera by installing a silicon vidicon and a 0.90 - 1.00 micron filter. I was unable to attend the demonstration which was performed at MSC on 10 March 1972 because of a previous commitment. The report I received stated that the camera worked well and spectral "contrast" was seen for a variety of terrestrial materials including basalt but little or no contrast was seen for "two lunar materials."

I do not understand how the test was performed. It has been fully demonstrated by spectrometer measurements in several laboratories, television imaging in my laboratory and telescope observations of the moon that spectral contrast factors of 2 and 3 exist in the 0.90 to 1.0 micron spectral region for a variety of lunar samples. The lack of contrast in the MSC test must have been due to a technical problem or poor choice of samples.

A few weeks after this demonstration the grant year expired. There was no attempt made by MSC to extend the work and I considered the project dead.

FOOTNOTES

1. See Figure 2, Attachment D.
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INTRODUCTION

The color of the lunar surface has been a topic of study since the beginning of the century (for a review of early studies, see McCord, 1968a, 1970). Only in the past few years, however, have the spectral reflectance properties of small regions of the lunar surface been determined throughout the spectral region where reflected solar radiation is important, i.e., from 0.3μ to 2.5μ.

Sufficient spectral resolution and intensity precision has now been achieved in the 0.3-2.5μ region to detect absorption bands in the lunar reflection spectrum. Of equal importance is the appearance in the reflection spectrum of differences in both the continuum shapes and absorption band strengths from place to place on the lunar surface (McCord, 1968a, 1969 ab; McCord and Johnson, 1969, 1970; McCord et al., 1970). These effects are important to our understanding of the moon, since according to laboratory studies, the reflection spectrum of solids is controlled primarily by mineralogy and composition. Although only provisional predictions were available before the Apollo 11 samples were returned (Adams, 1968; McCord, 1968a), studies of the lunar samples supported and greatly extended these early results (Adams and Jones, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1970, 1971 ab; Conel, 1970; Conel and Nash, 1970).

The basis for the interpretation of absorption bands in the spectra of silicates between 0.3μ and 2.5μ was developed through the application of crystal field theory to mineralogy (Burns, 1965; White and Keester, 1966). Transmission spectra of
oriented single crystals, using polarized light, led to later refinements in band assignments (Burns and Fyfe, 1967; Bancroft and Burns, 1967; White and Keester, 1967; Burns, 1970).

Absorption bands have also been studied in diffuse reflectance spectra of minerals and their powders (White and Keester, 1967; Adams and Filice, 1967), thus establishing a foundation upon which planetary surface composition can be determined (Adams, 1968).

This report discusses a study of the spectral reflectance of regions of the lunar surface containing most of the proposed Apollo landing sites. Using these measurements, information regarding surface properties such as composition and mineralogy can be obtained. Specifically 1), the presence of pyroxenoids which causes an absorption band at 0.95μ in the lunar reflection spectrum; 2), the proportion of crystalline to glass present in the soil which is derived from the slope of the reflectivity curve between 0.4μ and 0.7μ and strength of the 0.95μ absorption band; 3), the presence of Ti^3+ ions in the glosses on the lunar surface which affects the reflection spectrum at blue and ultraviolet wavelengths.

The study uses information gained by analysis of the spectral properties of lunar samples in the laboratory and telescope spectra of over 100 lunar areas to provide information regarding the composition and mineralogy of each proposed lunar landing site. Several of the previously cited papers which formed the basis for this study are included in the Appendices for the reader's convenience.
OBSERVATION AND DATA PRESENTATION

Several areas of the lunar surface, approximately 18 kilometers in diameter, were studied in the regions of the visited and proposed Apollo landing sites (see Figure 1 for region locations). The 24-inch (61 cm) and 60-inch (152 cm) telescopes on Mt. Wilson, California were used with a double-beam, filter photometer (McCord, 1963b) to obtain the data. The spectral reflectivity of each area was measured in the spectral region from 0.3\(\mu\) to 1.1\(\mu\), using 24 narrowband interference filters. A detailed description of the equipment and technique used in this study is given in Appendix I.

The data are discussed in two sections. The measurements of sites from which samples have been returned to earth and analyzed are discussed first. Laboratory analyses of the spectral properties and mineralogy of returned samples allow detailed interpretation of the telescopic spectral reflectivity curves. Much of this work has been published earlier and is reviewed for completeness.

The telescopic data for the proposed Apollo landing sites are discussed in the second section. The format for each site consists of a topographic map showing the locations of the areas observed, a description of the local geology, a set of relative spectral reflectivity graphs for the observed areas, and a discussion of the results. The spectral reflectivity measurements are discussed in a separate section.

The topographic maps are taken from the Lunar Atlas Chart (LAC) series published by the U.S.A.F. Aeronautical Chart
and Information Center. The geologic descriptions have been derived from the U.S. Geological Survey's Geologic Atlas of the Moon and inspection of Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs.

The reflectivity data are presented in two forms. First, two graphs of the normalized relative spectral reflectivity, scaled to unity at 0.564\(\mu\), are given. These plots are obtained by dividing the reflectivity of a given area by the reflectivity of a standard area. The standard for the first plot is the Mare Serentatis 2 standard area, while the standard for the second plot is a selected area within the investigated region. This use of relative reflectivities reveals important compositional information, since the relative data are sensitive to the small differences which exist in the spectrum of the various lunar areas.

Secondly, graphs of the normalized spectral reflectivity scaled to unity at 0.564\(\mu\) are plotted in a separate section before the Summary and Recommendations. The normalized spectral reflectivity is proportional to the ratio of light energy reflected from the lunar surface to the incident solar flux.

The precision of the spectral reflectivity measurements discussed in this report is usually about 1\%, as indicated by the error bars. The accuracy of the measurements is dependent on several variables. A variation of 2-3\% is caused by changes in the phase angle of the moon, depending on when observations were made. The lack of complete knowledge of the solar and stellar fluxes introduces a possible error of 4\% in the curves from 0.3\(\mu\) to 0.4\(\mu\),
1-2% from 0.4μ to 0.9μ, and 2-3% from 0.9μ to 1.1μ. It should be noted, however, that the relative spectral reflectivity curve shapes are not affected by the inaccuracies cited here.
ANALYSIS OF LUNAR SAMPLES FROM VISITED APOLLO LANDING SITES

INTRODUCTION

The study of samples returned from the moon has greatly increased our knowledge of the landing sites and their immediate surroundings. However, our understanding of the vast areas beyond these sites is dependent, in large part, on remote measurements. Therefore, it is important that the returned samples be studied as ground truth for observations of proposed landing sites. The extension of the knowledge gained from these sample analyses to lunar areas not yet visited allows future landing sites of exceptional interest to be chosen. It also allows the study of large regions of the moon for which the cost of in situ study would be prohibitive.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

Telescopic measurements of the spectral reflectivity for areas 18 km in diameter containing the Apollo 11, 12, 14 and Luna 16 landing sites and for the standard reference area in Mare Serentatis (21.4E, 18.7N) are shown in Figure 2. All curves are scaled to unity at 0.564µ to make the shapes directly comparable with each other.

The spectral reflectivity for all areas shown in Figure 2 increases steadily toward the red end of the spectrum. An absorption band appears near 0.95µ in all curves. The curves are characteristic of most lunar areas which have been studied to date (McCord and Johnson, 1970; McCord et al., 1971, see Appendix I).
There are small but significant differences between the curves shown in Figure 2, but they are difficult to analyze as plotted. Therefore, the relative spectral reflectivity curves (as described earlier) for the areas shown in Figure 2 are plotted in Figure 3 to resolve these subtle differences. Thus, curve A in Figure 3 is the ratio of curve b to curve a in Figure 2. Note the expanded scale in Figure 3 as opposed to Figure 2.

It has been found (McCord, 1968a, 1969; McCord and Johnson, 1969; McCord, et al., 1971) that the shapes of the relative reflectivity curves can be used to identify several types of lunar material. Basically, all upland regions except bright craters and a few other anomalously bright areas have a single curve-type. Upland bright craters have curve-types which grade into upland material curves with increasing crater age. Mare regions illustrate a suite of curves within one general class. Mare bright craters have a distinct curve-type which grades into mare curves with increasing crater age.

Discussion of the above curve-types and lunar material identification is given in Appendix I. According to this spectral type classification, the Apollo 11, 12 and Luna 16 curves all have mare-type curves. The Apollo 11 curve is near the "blue" end member of the mare curve series, while the Apollo 12 curve falls near the "red" end member of the series. The Luna 16 landing site curve is intermediate between the two aforementioned curves. The Apollo 14 curve is a typical upland curve.
INTERPRETATION

Apollo 11: Laboratory reflectivity curves of Apollo 11 rock, breccia, and soil samples have been compared with earth-based telescopic measurements of the landing site and with petrologic analysis of the samples (Adams and McCord, 1970 ab; Birkebak, et al., 1970; Conel and Nash, 1970; McCord and Johnson, 1970). The telescopic curve for the Apollo 11 site agrees very closely with the laboratory curve for the bulk surface fines. From these data, it was concluded that: (1) the surface fines at Apollo 11 site are representative of the lunar surface material within ten or more kilometers of the landing area. (2) Lunar fines produce much weaker absorption bands than the rocks. (3) Exposed, crystalline rocks are not sufficiently abundant at the landing site to significantly influence the reflectivity curve of the site. (4) The single, weak band at 0.95μ in the telescope curve is due mainly to clinopyroxene, with a minor influence of olivine on the band position. (5) The low albedo of the lunar soil can be attributed to the presence of iron and titanium ions in the glass present in the lunar soil.

Apollo 12: The telescopic spectral reflectivity curve for the Apollo 12 landing site (Figure 2) shows an absorption band at 0.95μ, as does the Apollo 11 curve. Also, the Apollo 12 curve continuum is similar to the Apollo 11 continuum. As in the Apollo 11 curve, these data would indicate that the clinopyroxene and dark glass in the Apollo 12 soil strongly influence the reflectivity curves. Laboratory analysis of the Apollo 12 samples confirm these interpretations (Adams and McCord, 1971 ab, see
Appendix II and III).

The intensity of the absorption band and the slope of the telescopic reflectivity curve continuum for the 18 km region containing the Apollo 12 site differ slightly from those of the Apollo 12 soil samples. Laboratory analysis of surface and subsurface soil samples, and of mineral separates from these samples, indicate that these differences are due to variations in the relative proportion of crystalline to glassy material in the soil. These same studies (Adams and McCord, 1971 ab; Conel and Nash, 1970) demonstrated that vitrification of lunar crystalline material changes the spectral properties of the material. These changes are observed when reviewing the range of telescopic curves from bright craters (more crystalline material, less glass) to mare surface material (less crystalline material, more glass) (McCord, et al., 1971).

Further studies of the Apollo 12 samples (Adams and McCord, 1971 ab) have revealed that the spectral region from 0.3μ to 0.6μ is affected by the amount of Ti$^{3+}$ ions present in the lunar glass. Ti$^{3+}$ ions in the crystalline material have been found to produce an absorption band at approximately 0.5μ and cause an increase in reflectivity in the ultraviolet. Ti$^{3+}$ ions are also found in ilmenite, but the mineral is so opaque that almost no light which enters the crystal is reflected back into space. Thus, titanium in ilmenite has little effect on the spectral reflectivity curves.

Laboratory studies of titanium-rich lunar minerals and glasses, and of artificially generated glasses (Conel, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1970 ab, 1971 ab) show that the amount of titanium
present in the lunar glasses can be measured using spectral reflectivity curves. This information was used to predict the lower titanium content in the Apollo 12 samples over the Apollo 11 samples (Johnson and Soderblom, 1969).

Luna 16: The spectral reflectivity curve for the Luna 16 landing (Figure 2) has a 0.95μ absorption band and a positively sloping curve similar to those for the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 landing site curves.

The Luna 16 relative spectral reflectivity curve (Figure 3) is a mare-type curve which is intermediate between the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 curves (McCord, et al., 1971). The absorption band is similar to that found in the Apollo 11 curve, but the continuum is more similar to the Apollo 12 continuum. It can be inferred from these data that the crystal-to-glass ratio of the Luna 16 soil is similar to that of Apollo 11, but the titanium content is more similar to the Apollo 12 content. The Luna 16 sample analyses available to date bear out these interpretations.

Apollo 14: The spectral reflectivity curve for the Apollo 14 landing site has an absorption band near 0.95μ, but it is much shallower than in any landing site curve previously discussed. The overall curve shape suggests the presence of glasses but the much higher albedo of this upland area over the mare regions implies that a lower amount of Ti³⁺ and Fe³⁺ exists in the glasses of the region, i.e. less dark glass is present. The absorption band position again indicates clinopyroxenes as a major mineral present in the soil.

The relative spectral reflectivity curve (Figure 3) is a typical example of an upland curve (McCord, et al., 1971).
The shallowness of the absorption band at 0.95μ can be clearly seen. The decrease in slope toward the ultraviolet indicates a much lower titanium content at the site than in the maria, especially the Apollo 11 site.

A preliminary study of the Apollo 14 fines reveals a good correlation between the laboratory and the telescopic spectral reflectivity curves. The detailed interpretation of the spectral properties of these samples is not yet available.
ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED LANDING SITES

Most of the lunar areas suggested as landing sites for the Apollo program are discussed in this section. The selection of areas to study was made more than one year ago. The changing nature of the Apollo program has made some of these sites at least temporarily uninteresting. In the meantime several sites not included here have been suggested seriously. The large amount of work inherent in a study of this nature requires production methods be adopted. Thus we were unable to keep up with the changing Apollo program and had to freeze our site selection early.

However, the information contained here will allow some extrapolation to other areas without direct measurements. A careful reader of this report and the material in the Appendices will develop a feel for the spectral analysis and he will be better able to judge other sites.

Presented in this section are maps showing observation area locations and size, plots of relative spectral reflectivity for each area and a discussion both of the site and its spectral properties. We have attempted to discuss the properties of each site only. We are not attempting to "sell" one site over another. Here are the data, do as you please with them.
## CENSORINUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0°05'N</td>
<td>30°30'E</td>
<td>Em</td>
<td>10-17-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+35°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1°10'N</td>
<td>33°15'E</td>
<td></td>
<td>10-17-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+35°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0°25'S</td>
<td>32°30'E</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>10-17-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+35°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CENSORINUS A:
A region of mare material northwest of Censorinus J. The albedo is moderate, the crater density is moderate to heavy, with the subdued craters indicating a regolith depth similar to the Apollo 11 landing site.

### CENSORINUS B:
An area of rough, hummochy material east of Mashe-lyne C. Crater density is low and the regolith appears to be moderately deep.

### CENSORINUS C:
A region centered on the crater Censorinus. The crater has very steep slopes and a sharp rim, with ray material of high albedo radiating from the crater. Extensive radial lineation (~10m.) exist within 10 km. of Censorinus, and the regolith appears to be moderately deep. Boulders (10-30m.) are extensive within 2 km. of Censorinus.
RESULTS

The CENSORINUS A curve illustrates a typical mare curve (see Appendix I) which is very much like the Luna 16 landing site curve. CENSORINUS B, on the other hand, shows a typical uplands curve, which is similar to the Apollo 14 landing site curve. CENSORINUS C has an uplands, bright crater curve which is similar to the curves for TYCHO C and DESCARTES A.

INTERPRETATION

We find that CENSORINUS A probably has a bulk surface soil composition which is very similar to that found at the Luna 16 landing site. CENSORINUS B seems to have a composition similar to the Apollo 14 landing site. CENSORINUS C is typical of areas where freshly-exposed rock and breccia is predominant.

DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that soil with a higher ratio crystalline to glassy material and exposed rock and/or breccia exists within the region of Censorinus crater. Radar (Zisk, et al., 1970) and thermal (Shorthill, 1970) studies also confirm the existence of exposed rock in the region. The sampling of a locale where freshly exposed material of greater than usual amounts of crystalline material predominates has not occurred to date (except possibly at cone crater) and could provide baseline data for interpretation of the aforementioned spectral curve series.
COPERNICUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10°00'N</td>
<td>22°00'W</td>
<td>Ccrh</td>
<td>1-9-71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9°50'N</td>
<td>21°20'W</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>1-9-71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10°00'N</td>
<td>20°20'W</td>
<td>Ccfs</td>
<td>1-9-71</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9°15'N</td>
<td>19°45'W</td>
<td>Ccfh</td>
<td>1-9-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>10°05'N</td>
<td>19°35'W</td>
<td>Ccfh</td>
<td>1-9-71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-27°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COPERNICUS A: An area of high, local relief, with discontinuous hills and valleys somewhat concentric to Copernicus, on the western side of the crater. Numerous lineations, radial to Copernicus, exist in this area. A high crater density and relative sharpness of the features indicate a relatively shallow regolith.

COPERNICUS B: A region of terraced walls on the western slope of Copernicus, with rolling hills and extensive hummocks. A system of concentric ridges is evident, with lineations radial to the crater floor superposed on the system. Many features are subdued and the regolith is fairly deep, with a concentration of boulders (10-20 m.) and talus at the bottom of the slope furnishing evidence of gravity slumping.

COPERNICUS C: A surface of relatively level terrain, with a few bulbous domes (200-700 m.) which have concentrations of boulders (5-15 m.) strewn on their summits, in the northwest quadrant of the Copernicus.
A large amount of faulting and nondirectional lineation (75-100 m.) is observed in this region. The regolith appears to be shallow, and the crater density is relatively high.

COPERNICUS D: An area of irregular hills (.5-1.0 km.), with an elevation higher than COPERNICUS C, south of the central peaks. The surface features are greatly subdued, indicating a rather deep regolith. The crater density is low relative to the rest of the floor.

COPERNICUS E: A surface of low, irregular hills (.5-1.0 km.), in the northeast quadrant of the Copernicus floor. Very extensive faulting and nondirectional lineation is evident, although small scale features (~100 m.) are subdued. Many bulbous domes with boulders (10-20 m.) on the summits and slopes are observed here.
RESULTS

All of the areas observed in the Copernicus region illustrates typical uplands curves with minor differences. The COPERNICUS A curve is quite similar to the Apollo 14 landing site curve. The curve for the COPERNICUS B area is similar to the COPERNICUS A curve, but the downward slope in the ultraviolet region is the greatest of any Copernicus area observed. The COPERNICUS C curve has an 0.95μ absorption band of similar intensity to COPERNICUS D and E, but has a slightly steeper downturn in the ultraviolet. The COPERNICUS D and E curves are quite similar to each other, and both are similar to the DESCARTES C curve.

INTERPRETATION

The bulk surface soil composition at COPERNICUS A and B are probably similar to that of the Apollo 14 landing site. The downturn in the ultraviolet at COPERNICUS B is perhaps a function of differing exposed material at the various levels on the Copernicus slopes. The composition of the soil at COPERNICUS C, D and E is probably similar to the Apollo 14 landing site material.

DISCUSSION

The Copernicus area has been shown to be an uplands region, and is quite similar to the Apollo 14 landing site in its
spectral reflectivity. We believe that although Copernicus is situated in the mare, the event which formed the crater penetrated through the mare fill to the upland material (McCord, et al., 1971).
DAVY RILLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10^025'S</td>
<td>5^005'W</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10^050'S</td>
<td>5^005'W</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>13^000'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6^055'W</td>
<td>Ica</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAVY RILLE A: An uplands region centered on the crater Davy G, this crater has high albedo, sharp rim, and very smooth, steep walls.

DAVY RILLE B: An uplands region centered on the crater Davy GA, which is adjacent to Davy G. Davy GA has a sharp rim and smooth walls. Some uplands material is included in the sample region.

DAVY RILLE C: An area of intermediate albedo and high crater density, with numerous ghost craters and deep regolith.
DAVY RILLE

RESULTS

DAVY RILLE A has a rather weak upland bright crater curve, with a rise at 0.40\(\mu\) that is not as great as the TYCHO C or CENSORINUS C curves. DAVY RILLE B shows a rather ill-defined mare curve. The DAVY RILLE C curve exhibits both the uplands characteristics of a weak 0.95\(\mu\) absorption band and the bright crater characteristics of a maxima in the ultraviolet.

INTERPRETATIONS

The DAVY RILLE A area probably contains some freshly exposed, high crystalline material. In the DAVY RILLE B region, the bulk soil composition is probably similar to that of a low-titanium uplands region. The DAVY RILLE C area probably contains uplands material in the form of Imbrium ejecta. It may also contain some freshly exposed, crystalline material which may be similar to that at DAVY RILLE A, or material which may have been ejected from the crater-chain. However, the spatial resolution of the data tends to make such an interpretation very tenuous at best.

DISCUSSION

The bulk surface soil composition in the observed areas is probably not substantially different from uplands material. However, sufficiently high spatial resolution data were not obtained to determine the characteristics of the crater chain itself. Therefore, the worth of detailed investigation of the crater chain cannot be determined from the study. These data do establish
several areas where bright crater and uplands material interfaces probably exist. The interface between such areas would be extremely interesting to investigate.
RESULTS

The Descartes region, with the exception of DESCARTES A, exhibits a typical uplands curve. The DESCARTES B, C and E curves are all very similar to the Apollo 14 landing site curve, except for small intensity variations in the 0.95μ absorption band. The curve for DESCARTES D has a much weaker 0.95μ band and a stronger downturn near 0.30μ than the Apollo 14 landing site curve.

DESCARTES A is quite anomalous to this region and its curve is similar to the TYCHO B and CENSORINUS C curves.

INTERPRETATIONS

It can be inferred from these data that DESCARTES B, C and E have bulk surface soil compositions which are similar to that at the Apollo 14 landing site. DESCARTES D may have less pyroxene and greater titanium content than the Apollo 14 landing site.

DESCARTES A is centered on the Kant Plateau, which has been described as volcanic in origin (Milton, 1968). The similarity of the DESCARTES A curve to that of TYCHO B and CENSORINUS C indicates that the surface material is highly crystalline, probably freshly exposed, and contains much less dark glass than the surrounding uplands material. Radar backscatter at 3.8 cm is greater in this area than surrounding regions (Zisk, 1970). Both results imply a (relatively) recent event, not obviously associated with any crater, exposed fresh material in this area.
DISCUSSION

Although most of the Descartes area is composed of upland material similar to the Apollo 14 landing site, the Kant Plateau region is extraordinary in its exposure of fresh material. In view of the above data, it is important to sample the Kant Plateau region during a Descartes mission. We feel that such sampling will provide the best chance to study an area where processes other than cratering may have recently occurred.

The contact between the Kant Plateau region and the surrounding upland regions, occupied by the so called Cayley Formation, could also yield important information on 1) the structural relations between these two regionally important upland units, 2) origin of the bright Descartes plateau material, 3) origin of the Cayley Formation and 4) the mixing of different lunar soils.

In our opinion, a mission to this region without strong emphasis on sampling Kant Plateau material would probably be scientifically undesirable, since the type of upland material which surrounds the Kant Plateau, i.e. the Cayley Formation and the more subdued appearing parts of the Descartes Formation, have probably been previously sampled.
HADLEY-APENNINE

RESULTS

The HADLEY-APENNINE A area has a curve which is similar to the Apollo 12 landing site curve except for a weaker 0.95\(\mu\) absorption band. The HADLEY-APENNINE B curve is somewhat similar to the HADLEY-APENNINE A curve except for a lower reflectivity in the ultraviolet. HADLEY-APENNINE C's curve is similar to the Apollo 14 landing site curve. HADLEY-APENNINE D illustrates a bright upland material curve.

INTERPRETATION

The HADLEY-APENNINE A area probably has a soil composition similar to the non-ray material (Adams and McCord, 1971a) found at the Apollo 12 landing site in the ratio of crystalline to glass in the soil. HADLEY-APENNINE B's soil composition is most likely similar to that found at HADLEY-APENNINE A except for a decrease in the titanium content. The HADLEY-APENNINE C region probably contains uplands material similar to that found at the Apollo 14 landing site. The HADLEY-APENNINE D area probably contains freshly exposed, higher-crystalline material. The exposure may have been the result of gravity-slumping on the slopes of the Apennine Front.

DISCUSSION

The Hadley-Apennine region probably contains material which has been previously sampled during the mare and upland mission. However, it would be worthwhile to sample the area at the edge of Hadley Delta, since it could reveal important information.
regarding the interface between mare and uplands regions. Also, the similarity between the Hadley Delta and Apollo 14 landing site material, as seen in the telescopic spectra, could support the hypothesis of a common Imbrium event producing Fra Mauro Formation material.

The difference between the reflectivities of HADLEY-APENNINE C and D cannot be explained at present, and radar measurements offer no clue (Zisk, et al., 1971), since both features are strongly enhanced.
HYGINUS RILLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>8°20'N</td>
<td>5°40'E</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>1-10-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8°05'N</td>
<td>6°15'E</td>
<td>CID</td>
<td>1-10-71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7°45'N</td>
<td>6°15'E</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>1-10-71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>7°25'N</td>
<td>6°10'E</td>
<td>CID</td>
<td>1-10-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>7°25'N</td>
<td>7°55'E</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>1-10-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-15°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HYGINUS RILLE A: An area, centered on the northwest part of Hyginus Rille, containing crater chain material of moderate albedo. Extensive talus with blocks (10-40 m.) eminate from exposed, stratified layers on the crater chain walls. The crater density within the chain and outside the chain is equal, with larger craters subdued as a result of the heavy regolith.

HYGINUS RILLE B: A region of flat, mare material, north of the crater Hyginus, with very low albedo. The crater density is high and most features are subdued.

HYGINUS RILLE C: An area, encompassing the floor and walls of Hyginus Crater, with low to moderate albedo. The walls have steep slopes and blocks (10-20 m.) for talus at the floor-wall contact. The crater density is the same as at MARIUS HILLS A and B, and most features are subdued.
HYGINUS RILLE D: A region of flat, mare material, south of Hyginus, with very low albedo. Very similar to HYGINUS RILLE B.

HYGINUS RILLE E: An area, centered on the southeastern part of Hyginus Rille, with very high albedo. A large amount of talus, similar to that observed at HYGINUS RILLE A, is evident on the bottom of the chain-crater.
WAVELENGTH (MICRONS) vs. HYGINUS RILLE AREAS vs. HYGINUS RILLE B
HYGINUS RILLES

RESULTS

The HYGINUS RILLES A, C and E curves are quite similar to each other, and are both similar to the HADLEY-APENNINE A region. The curves for HYGINUS RILLE B and D are similar to the LITTROW B curve, and some resemblance to the LITTROW A curve.

INTERPRETATION

The HYGINUS A, C and E areas probably contain mare material that has been previously sampled during the Apollo 12 mission and perhaps will be sampled during the Apollo 15 mission. The HYGINUS RILLES B and D regions' surface soil composition probably is the same as HYGINUS A, C and E except for a marked increase in the dark glass content.

DISCUSSION

Although most of the material in the Hyginus Rille region probably has been previously sampled, the dark material at HYGINUS B and D are anomalous in their high reflectivity in the ultraviolet and the near-infrared, and in their low depolarized radar backscatter values (Zisk, et al., 1970). This material is part of a dark mare series whose end member is LITTROW A, and whose origin may be relatively recent (see Littrow analysis).
LITTROW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>21°15'N</td>
<td>29°40'E</td>
<td>Cid</td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>21°40'N</td>
<td>29°45'E</td>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>22°05'N</td>
<td>29°45'E</td>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>21°40'N</td>
<td>29°00'E</td>
<td>Im</td>
<td>1-11-71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LITTROW A: Littrow Rilles I, III, and IV pass through the area, which has very low albedo (0.05-0.055). Topography is smooth and level, with numerous shallow-rimmed, subdued craters and thick regolith evident.

LITTROW B: Area is centered on the crater Littrow B, which is sharp-rimmed and exhibits slumping of its walls. The surrounding terrain is considerably hummocky, with heavy overlaying regolith evident and high albedo (0.10)

LITTROW C: Area is centered on the crater Littrow BA, which has a rocky floor. Surrounding area is extremely hummocky and has high albedo, along with a low crater density.

LITTROW D: Area has relatively smooth topography and low ridges, with moderately low albedo (0.064-0.066). The crater density in this region is high.
LITTROW AREAS vs. HS 2

LITTROW AREAS vs. LITTROW D
RESULTS

The LITTROW A curve has some similarity to the Apollo 11 landing site curve. However, the strong reflectivity in both the ultraviolet and the near-infrared indicate that this material is different from the normal mare material.

Both the LITTROW B and C curves illustrate mare curves which resemble the Luna 16 landing site curve. The LITTROW D curve is like the Apollo 12 landing site curve, except for an upturn in the ultraviolet.

INTERPRETATION

The LITTROW A region probably has an extraordinary amount of titanium-rich glass on the surface and little or no exposed rock. Both LITTROW B and C appear to exhibit curves which have mare-like compositions. The LITTROW D area probably has a soil composition similar to the Apollo 12 landing site except for a higher titanium content.

DISCUSSION

Most of the Littrow region appears to have a soil composition which is similar in some ways to previously sampled mare material. The high albedo craters of LITTROW B and BA apparently have not penetrated beyond the mare fill to uplands material, as can be seen from the curves.

The LITTROW A area is quite anomalous to the Littrow region in its low albedo, high ultraviolet and near-infrared
reflectivity, and very low depolarized radar backscatter values (Zisk, et al., 1970). The localized nature of this anomaly would tend to rule out a concentrated impact vitrification which would yield large amounts of glass. Some form of local event, such as volcanism, could have produced such a rock-free surface. The possibility that the material in this region is relatively young, and the fact that it is an anomaly in many ways, should cause this site to be seriously considered for a future sampling mission.
MARIUS HILLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>13°45'N</td>
<td>56°45'W</td>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>1-15-71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>13°45'N</td>
<td>56°05'W</td>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>1-15-71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>13°45'N</td>
<td>55°30'W</td>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>1-15-71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARIUS HILLS A: An area of smooth, undulating material with low domes, north of Galilaei M. Extensive lineations are observed, apparently as a result of slumping of heavy regolith. All features in this area are subdued.

MARIUS HILLS B: A region of wrinkle ridges and domes, centered on a rille system northeast of Galilaei M. All features are subdued by the heavy regolith.

MARIUS HILLS C: An area of flat, mare material with a high crater density. Numerous ghost craters exist, although the regolith seems to be thinner than at either MARIUS HILLS B or C.
MARIUS HILLS

RESULTS

All three sample area curves are quite uniform among themselves, and have slopes from 0.3\(\mu\) to 0.6\(\mu\) which are similar to the curves for the Luna 16 landing site (although somewhat steeper) and the Apollo 11 landing site.

INTERPRETATION

It can be inferred from these data that Marius Hills site is intermediate in bulk soil composition between the Luna 16 and Apollo 11 landing site. The composition is probably closer to the Apollo 11 site but with perhaps less titanium. These spectral reflectivities are also similar to other areas in Oceanus Procellarum (McCord, 1968).

DISCUSSION

As with Davy Rille, high spatial resolution measurements of suspected volcanic features were not performed, and the possibility of small, localized areas of very different material exists. On the basis of these spectral reflectivity measurements, it is recommended that the Marius Hills region be placed as low-priority for a manned mission, as it is similar to previously sampled material in bulk soil composition and the surrounding mare.
TYCHO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>LAT.</th>
<th>LONG.</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RUNS</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>41°05'S</td>
<td>11°05'W</td>
<td>Ccrr</td>
<td>11-11-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-26°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>41°55'S</td>
<td>11°20'W</td>
<td>Ccw</td>
<td>11-11-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-26°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>42°55'S</td>
<td>10°40'W</td>
<td>Ccfr</td>
<td>11-11-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-26°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>43°15'S</td>
<td>11°20'W</td>
<td>Ccp</td>
<td>11-11-70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-26°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYCHO A: An area with lower albedo than the surrounding terrain, north of Tycho, containing the Surveyor 7 landing site. Region has rolling, hummocky material which is radial to the crater. Some ponds of smooth material with extensive fissures exist between hummocks.

TYCHO B: A region of rough, angular hummocks on a terraced wall, with a much higher albedo than TYCHO A. Lineations concentric to Tycho are abundant, with much-exposed rock and boulders (20-30 m.) evident. Many ponds of smooth material exist between hummocks, and to a greater extent than TYCHO A.

TYCHO C: An area containing an extremely rough, non-directional hummock and ridge system, in the northeast quadrant of the Tycho floor. Numerous fissures, tens of meters wide, exist throughout the locale. Albedo is intermediate with the crater density lower here than on the rim.

TYCHO D: A region of angular peaks and ridges with fairly smooth, steep slopes, at the center of the Tycho floor. Albedo is relatively high.
RESULTS

The TYCHO A curve has features which are decidedly uplands in nature and can be found in the Fra Mauro and Descartes (primarily at DESCARTES C) regions. The curve for TYCHO B is the same as the TYCHO C and D curve, except for a weaker 0.95μ absorption band. The TYCHO C and D curves are practically the same as for TYCHO B in shape and intensity. These latter three curves are "end members" of the bright crater series.

INTERPRETATION

The TYCHO A area probably contains some form of uplands material which is similar to the Apollo 14 landing site soil. The TYCHO B area contains more crystalline, exposed material. The variation of the 0.95μ band relative to TYCHO C and D is perhaps a function of different material in the exposed layers on the slopes of Tycho, although contamination by TYCHO A material within the observed area cannot be ruled out. Both TYCHO C and D have similar curves, thus indicating that the surfaces of the floor and central peaks have the same amount of crystalline material.

DISCUSSION

The Tycho region is extremely interesting since it contains a large amount of higher crystalline material over a vast surface area. This region should be sampled, inasmuch as an area where such high crystalline rocks predominate has yet to be
visited. Such a manned mission would yield samples which could establish a baseline for this "end member" of the bright crater series, and thus allow interpretation of bright crater spectra for other areas of the moon.

The TYCHO A area, which contains material of the dark "halo ring", is quite anamalous to the Tycho region. The processes that cause this area to appear as uplands material cannot be explained at this time.

It should be noted that a manned mission to the contact between the dark "halo ring" and the bright, exposed material at the rim probably would have the potential for a maximum scientific return.
SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

In the last section the relative spectral reflectivities of several areas near each of the proposed landing areas were discussed. These relative curves are derived by dividing the reflectivity of the area of interest by that of a standard area. Two standard areas were used for each region studied: (1) The area in Mare Serenitatis was used for all regions, and (2) an area within the region studied. The spectral reflectivity curve for the Mare Serenitatis standard area is given in Figure 2. The spectral reflectivity curves for the regional standard areas are given in this section.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The spectral reflectivity curves scaled to unity at 0.564μ and one area from within each lunar region studied are given in Figure 22. As was shown in Figure 2, the curve for almost all lunar areas are quite similar and one must resort to the relative curves to show the small but significant differences between the spectral properties of different lunar areas. All curves have a positive slope toward the red spectral region and show the absorption band near 0.95μ.

INTERPRETATION

The overall curve slopes (the red color) for all areas is an expression of the colored glass content of the lunar soil (Adams and McCord, 1970, 1971ab; Conel, 1970;
Conel and Nash, 1970). The curve slopes less (less red color) and becomes less linear as the proportion of glass to crystalline material in the soil becomes smaller. The depth of the absorption band also follows this parameter to some extent (more glass, less band). From this and the curves in Figure it is apparent that colored glass is a significant component of the soil everywhere we observed. Bright crater material is more crystalline than other regions.

The absorption band near 0.95 μ is an expression of the clinopyroxenes in the soil. The band appears at about the same wavelength position with varying strengths in all curves. These clinopyroxenes must be a major component of the lunar soil almost everywhere.
Figure 22a

- a MARE SERENITATIS 2
- b COPERNICUS E
- c DESCARTES C
- d DAVY A
- e DESCARTES A
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- g TYCHO C
Figure 22b

- **a** MARE SERENITATIS 2
- **b** MARIUS HILLS A
- **c** HADLEY APENNINE A
- **d** RIMA HYGINUS B
- **e** LITTROW D
- **f** LITTROW A

Instrumental data:

- **+ = LITTROW 1/SUN**

**Figure 22b**
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I. INTRODUCTION

This is a proposal for support of a program to study from the Earth the spectral reflection properties of possible Apollo landing sites on the lunar surface. Spectral reflectivity differences across the lunar surface seem to indicate compositional and/or mineralogical differences. A knowledge of compositional and mineralogical differences between proposed Apollo sites would be very helpful in helping to determine any one particular site which would be scientifically most interesting for study on one particular lunar Apollo flight. It is suggested that the spectral reflectivity of somewhere between 25 to 50 suggested Apollo sites be observed telescopically in the spectral region of 0.30 to 2.50 microns using the techniques developed by the principal investigator.

II. BACKGROUND

In 1967 the principal investigator began making observations of the spectral reflectance of various regions of the surface of the moon and Mars. These observations have continued up to the present (see references). Independently, Dr. John Adams at the same time began to study in the laboratory the reflectance of properties of common terrestrial minerals and rocks. Dr. Adams also has continued in his work (see references). The principal investigator and Dr. Adams began communicating soon after their
work was begun and they have been coordinating their work up to the present time. At the telescope observations have been made in the spectral region 0.40 to 1.10 microns of many lunar areas. A few observations from 1.0 to 2.50 have been acquired. All these measurements are relative to a standard lunar area. The calibration of a standard lunar area with a standard flux source and the sun from 0.30 to 2.50 microns has been completed and is currently being applied to the relative data. Current efforts are being made to acquire more infrared measurements and to refine the absolute calibration.

From the data obtained, reduced and interpreted to present it has been established that: 1) there exists structure including absorption bands in the spectral reflectivity curves for various areas of the lunar surfaces. 2) These spectral features differ from place to place and seem to correlate with morphology. 3) The spectral feature differences apparently indicate compositional and/or mineralogical differences. 4) There exists structure including absorption bands in the spectral reflectivity curve for powdered samples of terrestrial minerals and rocks measured in the laboratory. 5) The spectral features measured in the laboratory differed in a unique way among many minerals and rocks. 6) The spectral features differences measured in the laboratory indicate mineralogical differences. 7) The spectral features observed on the Moon and Mars are very similar to those observed
in certain terrestrial minerals and rocks in the laboratory. These results indicate that compositional and/or mineralogical differences can be mapped across the surface of the planets by mapping spectral reflectivity differences.

III. PROPOSED RESEARCH

It is proposed that the techniques and procedures developed by the principal investigator for general study of the lunar and martian surfaces be applied specifically to the study of suggested Apollo landing sites. The spectral reflectivity 0.30 to 2.50 microns of 25 to 50 suggested Apollo landing sites would be determined. The spectral reflectivity curves would be interpreted in terms of our past results. A comprehensive report would be prepared describing the spectral reflectance of the sites studies and interpretation of these reflectances in light of our previous work. Recommendation would be made as to which sites should be visited in order to uncover compositional differences on the lunar surface.

IV. PROCEDURES

The proposed spectral reflectivity observations would be made using the double-beam photometer technique developed earlier (see references). Telescopes at Mt. Wilson, California, Cerro Tololo, Chile and, possibly, Mona Kea, Hawaii, would be used to make the observations. Many of the sites to be studied are very small in areal extent, and, thus, large telescopes giving a large image at the focal plane are required. Thus the proposed study
will require somewhat more effort and care than our previous studies. The data will be reduced using computer techniques already developed.
V. BUDGET

Salaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal Investigator</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Staff (25%)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary, part-time</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technician, part-time (25%)</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal A</strong></td>
<td>8,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Research Assistant (100%)</td>
<td>6,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Assistants (Hrly)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal B</strong></td>
<td>15,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employee Benefits at 14.2% of Subtotal A

- **1,264**

Indirect Costs at 46% of Subtotal B

- **7,130**

Permanent Equipment

- **5,500**

Materials & Services

- **4,000**

Other Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computation</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel (including equipment freight costs)</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic (including mostly travel to &amp; from Mt. Wilson &amp; Palomar Observatories, Cal., and Hawaii to use the telescopes located there)</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign (travel to &amp; from the AURA telescope site, Cerro Tololo, Chile)</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Other Costs</strong></td>
<td>7,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL COST**

- **42,000**
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1. Introduction

The color of the lunar surface has been a topic of study since the beginning of the century (for a review of early studies, see McCord, 1968a). Only in the past few years, however, have the spectral reflectance properties of small regions of the lunar surface been determined throughout the spectral region where reflected solar radiation is important, i.e., from 0.3 μ to 2.5 μ.

Sufficient spectral resolution and intensity precision has now been achieved in the 0.3–2.5 μ region to detect absorption bands in the lunar reflection spectrum. Of equal importance is the appearance in the reflection spectrum of differences in both the continuum shapes and absorption band strengths from place to place on the lunar surface (McCord, 1968a, 1969a, b; McCord and Johnson, 1969, 1970; McCord et al., 1972). These effects are important to our understanding of the Moon, since according to laboratory studies, the reflection spectrum of solids is controlled primarily by mineralogy and composition. Although only provisional predictions were available before the Apollo 11 samples were returned (Adams, 1968; McCord, 1968a), studies of the lunar samples supported and greatly extended these early results (Adams and Jones, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1970, 1971a, b; Conel, 1970; Conel and Nash, 1970).

The basis for the interpretation of absorption bands in the spectra of silicates between 0.3 μ and 2.5 μ was developed through the application of crystal field theory to mineralogy (Burns, 1965; White and Keester, 1966). Transmission spectra of oriented single crystals, using polarized light, led to later refinements in band assignments (Burns and Fyfe, 1967; Bancroft and Burns, 1967; White and Keester, 1967; Burns, 1970).

Absorption bands have also been studied in diffuse reflectance spectra of minerals and their powders (White and Keester, 1967; Adams and Filice, 1967), thus establishing a foundation upon which planetary surface composition can be determined (Adams, 1968).

This report discusses a study of the spectral reflectance of regions of the lunar surface containing most of the proposed Apollo landing sites. Using these measurements, information regarding surface properties such as composition and mineralogy can be obtained. Specifically (1) the presence of pyroxenes which cause an absorption band near 0.95 μ in the lunar reflection spectrum; (2) the proportion of crystalline to glassy material present in the soil which is derived from the slope of the reflectivity curve between 0.4 μ and 0.7 μ and strength of the 0.95 μ absorption band; (3) the presence of
Ti$^{3+}$ ions in the glasses on the lunar surface which effects the reflection spectrum at blue and ultraviolet wavelengths.

The study uses information gained by analysis of the spectral properties of lunar samples in the laboratory and telescope spectra of over 100 lunar areas to provide information regarding the composition and mineralogy of each proposed lunar landing site. The reader is referred to McCord et al. (1972) and Adams and McCord (1971a, b) for background information which will be useful in understanding this report.

2. Observation and Data Presentation

Several areas of the lunar surface, approximately 18 km in diameter, were studied in the regions of the visited and proposed Apollo landing sites (see Figure 1 for region
locations). The 24-in. (61 cm) and 60-in. (152 cm) telescopes on Mt. Wilson, California were used with a double beam, filter photometer (McCord, 1968b) to obtain the data. The spectral reflectivity of each area was measured in the spectral region from 0.3 \( \mu \) to 1.1 \( \mu \), using 24 narrow-band interference filters. A detailed description of the equipment and technique used in this study is given in McCord et al. (1972).

The data are discussed in two sections. The measurements of sites from which samples have been returned to Earth and analyzed are discussed first. Laboratory analyses of the spectral properties and mineralogy of returned samples allow detailed interpretation of the telescopic spectral reflectivity curves. Much of this work has been published earlier and is reviewed for completeness.

The telescopic data for the proposed Apollo landing sites are discussed in the following section. The format for each site consists of a topographic map showing the locations of the areas observed, a description of the local geology, a set of relative spectral reflectivity curves for the observed areas, and a discussion of the results. The spectral reflectivity measurements are discussed in a separate section.

The topographic maps are taken from the Lunar Atlas Chart (LAC) series published by the U.S.A.F. Aeronautical Chart and Information Center. The geological descriptions have been derived from the U.S. Geological Survey's Geologic Atlas of the Moon and inspection of Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs.

The reflectivity data are presented in two forms. First, two graphs of the normalized relative spectral reflectivity, scaled to unity at 0.564 \( \mu \), are given. These plots are obtained by dividing the reflectivity of a given area by the reflectivity of a standard area. The standard for the first plot is the Mare Serenitatis 2 standard area, while the standard for the second plot is a selected area within the investigated region. This use of relative reflectivities reveals important compositional information, since the relative data are sensitive to the small differences which exist in the spectrum of the various lunar areas.

Secondly, graphs of the normalized spectral reflectivity scaled to unity at 0.56 \( \mu \) are plotted in a separate section. The normalized spectral reflectivity is proportional to the ratio of light energy reflected from the lunar surface to the incident solar flux.

The precision of the spectral reflectivity measurements discussed in this report is usually less than 1%, as indicated by the error bars. The accuracy of the measurements is dependent on several variables. A variation of 2–3% is caused by changes in the phase angle of the Moon, depending on when observations were made. The lack of complete knowledge of the solar and stellar fluxes introduces a possible error of 4% in the curves from 0.3 \( \mu \) to 0.4 \( \mu \), 1–2% from 0.4 \( \mu \) to 0.9 \( \mu \), and 2–3% from 0.9 \( \mu \) to 1.1 \( \mu \). It should be noted, however, that the relative spectral reflectivity curve shapes are not affected by the inaccuracies cited here.

3. Analysis of Lunar Samples from Visited Apollo Landing Sites

A. INTRODUCTION

The study of samples returned from the Moon has greatly increased our knowledge of the landing sites and their immediate surroundings. However, our understanding
of the vast areas beyond these sites is dependent, in large part, on remote measurements. Therefore, it is important that the returned samples be studied as ground truth for observations of proposed landing sites. The extension of the knowledge gained from these sample analyses to lunar areas not yet visited allows future landing sites of exceptional interest to be chosen. It also allows the study of large regions of the Moon for which the cost of in situ study would be prohibitive.

B. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

Telescopic measurements of the spectral reflectivity for areas 18 km in diameter containing the Apollo 11, 12, 14 and Luna 16 landing sites and for the standard reference area in Mare Serenitatis (21.4E, 18.7N) are shown in Figure 2. All curves are scaled to unity at 0.564 µ to make the shapes directly comparable with each other.

The spectral reflectivity for all areas shown in Figure 2 increases steadily toward the red end of the spectrum. An absorption band appears near 0.95 µ in all curves. The curves are characteristic of most lunar areas which have been studied to date (McCord and Johnson, 1970; McCord et al., 1972).

Fig. 2. Normalized spectral reflectivity of visited Apollo landing sites, scaled to unity at 0.56 µ.
There are small but significant differences between the curves shown in Figure 2, but they are difficult to analyze as plotted. Therefore, the relative spectral reflectivity curves (as described earlier) for the areas shown in Figure 2 are plotted in Figure 3 to resolve these subtle differences. Thus, the top curve in Figure 3 is the ratio of the fourth curve to the top curve in Figure 2. Note the expanded scale in Figure 3 as opposed to Figure 2.

It has been found (McCord, 1968a, 1969; McCord and Johnson, 1969; McCord et al., 1972) that the shapes of the relative reflectivity curves can be used to identify several types of lunar material. Basically, all upland regions except bright craters and a few other anomalously bright areas have a single curve-type. Upland bright craters have curve-types which grade into upland material curves with increasing crater age. Mare regions illustrate a suite of curves within one general class. Mare bright craters have a distinct curve-type which grades into mare curves with increasing crater age.

Discussion of the above curve-types and lunar material identification is given in

Fig. 3. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of visited Apollo landing sites relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
McCord et al. (1972). According to this spectral type classification, the Apollo 11, 12 and Luna 16 curves all have mare-types curves. The Apollo 11 curve is near the ‘blue’ end member of the mare curve series, while the Apollo 12 curve falls near the ‘red’ end member of the series. The Luna 16 landing site curve is intermediate between the two aforementioned curves. The Apollo 14 curve is a typical upland curve.

C. INTERPRETATION

Apollo 11: Laboratory reflectivity curves of Apollo 11 rock, breccia, and soil samples have been compared with Earth-based telescopic measurements of the landing site and with petrologic analysis of the samples (Adams and McCord, 1970a, b; Birkebak et al., 1970; Conel and Nash, 1970; McCord and Johnson, 1970). The telescopic curve for the Apollo 11 site agrees very closely with the laboratory curve for the bulk surface fines. From these data, it was concluded that: (1) the surface fines at Apollo 11 site are representative of the lunar surface material within ten or more kilometers of the landing area; (2) Lunar fines produce much weaker absorption bands than the rocks; (3) Exposed, crystalline rocks are not sufficiently abundant at the landing site to significantly influence the reflectivity curve of the site; (4) The single, weak band at 0.95 μ in the telescope curve is due mainly to clinopyroxene, with a minor influence of olivine on the band position; (5) The low albedo of the lunar soil can be attributed to the presence of iron and titanium ions on the glass present in the lunar soil.

Apollo 12: The telescopic spectral reflectivity curve for the Apollo 12 landing site (Figure 2) shows an absorption band at 0.95 μ, as does the Apollo 11 curve. Also, the Apollo 12 curve continuum is similar to the Apollo 11 continuum. As in the Apollo 11 curve, these data would indicate that the clinopyroxene and dark glass in the Apollo 12 soil strongly influence the reflectivity curves. Laboratory analysis of the Apollo 12 samples confirm these interpretations (Adams and McCord, 1971a, b).

The intensity of the absorption band and the slope of the telescopic reflectivity curve continuum for the 18 km region containing the Apollo 12 site differ slightly from those of the Apollo 12 soil samples. Laboratory analysis of surface and subsurface soil samples, and of mineral separates from these samples, indicate that these differences are due to variations in the relative proportion of crystalline to glassy material in the soil. These same studies (Adams and McCord, 1971a, b; Conel and Nash, 1970) demonstrated that vitrification of lunar crystalline material changes the spectral properties of the material. These changes are observed when reviewing the range of telescopic curves from bright craters (more crystalline material, less glass) to mare surface-material (less crystalline material, more glass) (McCord et al., 1972).

Further studies of the Apollo 12 samples (Adams and McCord 1971a, b) have revealed that the spectral region from 0.3 μ to 0.6 μ is affected by the amount of Ti3+ ions present in the lunar glass. Ti3+ ions in the glassy material have been found to produce a relative increase in reflectivity in the ultraviolet. Ti3+ ions are also found in ilmenite, but the mineral is so opaque that almost no light which enters the crystal is scattered back into space. Thus, titanium in ilmenite has little effect on the spectral reflectivity curves.
Laboratory studies of titanium-rich lunar minerals and glasses, and of artificially generated glasses (Conel, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1970a, b, 1971a, b) show that the amount of titanium present in the lunar glasses can be measured using spectral reflectivity curves. This information was used to predict the lower titanium content in the Apollo 12 samples over the Apollo 11 samples (Johnson and Soderblom, 1969).

**Luna 16:** The spectral reflectivity curve for the Luna 16 landing (Figure 2) has a 0.95 μ absorption band and a positively sloping curve similar to those for the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 landing site curves.

The Luna 16 relative spectral reflectivity curve (Figure 3) is a mare-type curve which is intermediate between the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 curves (McCord et al., 1972). The absorption band is similar to that found in the Apollo 11 curve, but the continuum is more similar to the Apollo 12 continuum. It can be inferred from these data that the crystal-to-glass ratio of the Luna 16 soil is similar to that of Apollo 11, but the titanium content is more similar to the Apollo 12 content. The Luna 16 sample analyses available to date bear out these interpretations.

**Apollo 14:** The spectral reflectivity curve for the Apollo 14 landing site has an absorption band near 0.95 μ but it is much shallower than in any landing site curve previously discussed. The overall curve shape suggests the presence of glasses but the much higher albedo of this upland area over the mare regions implies that a lower amount of Ti^{3+} and Fe^{2+} exists in the glasses of the region, i.e. less dark glass is present. The absorption band position again indicates pyroxenes as a major mineral present in the soil.

The relative spectral reflectivity curve (Figure 3) is a typical example of an upland curve (McCord et al., 1972). The shallowness of the absorption band at 0.95 μ can be clearly seen. The decrease in slope toward the ultraviolet indicates a much lower titanium content at the site than in the maria, especially the Apollo 11 site.

A preliminary study of the Apollo 14 fines reveals a good correlation between the laboratory and the telescopic spectral reflectivity curves. The detailed interpretation of the spectral properties of these samples is not yet available.

**4. Analysis of Proposed Landing Sites**

Most of the lunar areas suggested as landing sites for the Apollo program are discussed in this section. The selection of areas to study was made more than one year ago. The changing nature of the Apollo program has made some of these sites at least temporarily uninteresting. In the meantime several sites not included here have been suggested seriously. The large amount of work inherent in a study of this nature requires production methods be adopted. Thus we were unable to keep up with the changing Apollo program and had to freeze our site selection early.

However, the information contained here will allow some extrapolation to other areas without direct measurements. A careful reader of this report and the referenced material will develop a feel for the spectral analysis and he will be better able to judge other sites.
Presented in this section are maps showing observation area locations and size, plots of relative spectral reflectivity for each area and a discussion both of the site and its spectral properties. We have attempted to discuss only the properties of each site. We are not attempting to 'sell' one site over another. Here are the data, do as you please with them.

Fig. 4a. ACIC topographic map of the Censorinus area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0°05'N</td>
<td>30°30'E</td>
<td>10/17/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+35°</td>
<td>Em</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1°10'N</td>
<td>33°15'E</td>
<td>10/17/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+35°</td>
<td>IpIt</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0°25'S</td>
<td>32°30'E</td>
<td>10/17/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+35°</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>Uplands Bright crater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Censorinus A: Mare material, with moderate albedo and high crater density; regolith similar to Apollo 11 site.
Censorinus B: Rough, hummocky material with low crater density and deep regolith.
Censorinus C: Crater with steep slopes, sharp rim, and high albedo ray material radiating outward; boulders extensive and deep regolith.
Fig. 4b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Censorinus spots relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
Discussion

We find that Censorinus A probably has a bulk surface soil composition which is very similar to that found at the Luna 16 landing site. Censorinus B seems to have a composition similar to the Apollo 14 landing site. Censorinus C is typical of areas where freshly-exposed rock and breccia is predominant.

Our results indicate that soil with a higher ratio crystalline to glassy material and exposed rock and/or breccia exists within the region of Censorinus crater. Radar (Zisk et al., 1970) and thermal (Shorthill, 1970) studies also confirm the existence of exposed rock in the region. The sampling of a locale where freshly exposed material of greater than usual amounts of crystalline material predominates has not occurred to date (except possibly at Cone Crater) and could provide baseline data for interpretation of the aforementioned spectral curve series.
**Copernicus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10°00'N</td>
<td>22°00'W</td>
<td>1/9/71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>Ccrh</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9°50'N</td>
<td>21°20'W</td>
<td>1/9/71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10°00'N</td>
<td>20°20'W</td>
<td>1/9/71</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>Ccfs</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9°15'N</td>
<td>19°45'W</td>
<td>1/9/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>Ccfh</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>10°05'N</td>
<td>19°35'W</td>
<td>1/9/71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>Ccfh</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copernicus A: High, local relief with discontinuous hills and valleys concentric to Copernicus; high crater density and shallow regolith.

Copernicus B: Terraced walls on slopes of Copernicus, with extensive hummock features subdued, deep regolith and talus.

Copernicus C: Level terrain with domes having boulder on summits; large amount of faulting, high crater density and shallow regolith.

Copernicus D: Irregular hills, low crater density and deep regolith.

Copernicus E: Irregular hills, with extensive faulting; domes with boulders on summits.
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY (0.3 TO 1.1 μ) OF APOLLO LUNAR LANDING SITES

Fig. 5b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Copernicus spots relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
Fig. 5c. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Copernicus spots relative to Copernicus E.

Discussion

The bulk surface soil composition at COPERNICUS A and B are probably similar to that of the Apollo 14 landing site. The downturn in the ultraviolet at COPERNICUS B is perhaps a function of differing exposed material at the various levels on the Copernicus slopes. The composition of the soil at COPERNICUS C, D and E is probably similar to the Apollo 14 landing site material.

The Copernicus area has been shown to be an uplands region, and is quite similar to the Apollo 14 landing site in its spectral reflectivity. We believe that although Copernicus is situated in the mare, the event which formed the crater penetrated through the mare fill to the upland material (McCord et al., 1972).
Fig. 6a. ACIC topographic map of the Davy Rille area.

### DAVY RILLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10°25'S</td>
<td>5°05'W</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>CEn</td>
<td>Upland bright crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10°50'S</td>
<td>5°05'W</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>CEn</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>13°00'S</td>
<td>6°55'W</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>Tca</td>
<td>Uplands bright crater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Davy Rille A: Crater with high albedo, sharp rim, and very smooth, steep walls.
Davy Rille B: Region with both crater and uplands material; crater has sharp rim and steep walls.
Davy Rille C: Area of intermediate albedo and high crater density; numerous ghost craters and deep regolith.
Fig. 6b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Davy Rille spots relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
Discussion

The Davy Rille A area probably contains some freshly exposed, high crystalline material. In the Davy Rille B region, the bulk soil composition is probably similar to that of a low-titanium uplands region. The Davy Rille C area probably contains uplands material in the form of Imbrium ejecta. It may also contain some freshly exposed, crystalline material which may be similar to that at Davy Rille A, or material which may have been ejected from the crater-chain. However, the spatial resolution of the data tends to make such an interpretation very tenuous at best.

The bulk surface soil composition in the observed areas is probably not substantially different from uplands material. However, sufficiently high spatial resolution data were not obtained to determine the characteristics of the crater chain itself. Therefore, the worth of detailed investigation of the crater chain cannot be determined from the study. These data do establish several areas where bright crater and uplands material interfaces probably exist. The interface between such areas would be extremely interesting to investigate.
Fig. 7a. ACIC topographic map of the Descartes area.

### DESCARTES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10°40'S</td>
<td>15°05'E</td>
<td>10/17/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+34°</td>
<td>CEhf</td>
<td>Uplands bright crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9°00'S</td>
<td>13°35'E</td>
<td>10/17/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+34°</td>
<td>pII</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>11°15'S</td>
<td>14°50'E</td>
<td>12/15/70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+33°</td>
<td>Ihf</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9°30'S</td>
<td>14°05'E</td>
<td>10/18/70</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>+46°</td>
<td>Ihf</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>9°05'S</td>
<td>16°00'E</td>
<td>12/15/70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+33°</td>
<td>Ihf</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Descartes A:** Hilly, furrowed region with an elevation which is higher than the surrounding terrain and a very high albedo.

**Descartes B:** An area of upraised material, with moderate albedo.

**Descartes C:** Hilly region, with subdued features and a moderate regolith.

**Descartes D:** An area of upraised material, with moderate albedo.

**Descartes E:** Hilly region, with subdued surface features and moderate regolith, crater density and albedo.
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Fig. 7b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Descartes spots relative to Serenitatis 2 standard.

Discussion

It can be inferred from these data that Descartes B, C and E have bulk surface soil compositions which are similar to that at the Apollo 14 landing site. Descartes D may have less pyroxene and greater titanium content than the Apollo 14 landing site.

Descartes A is centered on the Kant Plateau, which has been described as volcanic in origin (Milton, 1968). The similarity of the Descartes A curve to that of Tycho B and Censorinus C indicates that the surface material is highly crystalline, probably freshly exposed, and contains much less dark glass than the surrounding uplands material. Radar backscatter at 3.8 cm is greater in this area than surrounding regions (Zisk, 1970). Both results imply a (relatively) recent event, not obviously associated with any crater, exposed fresh material in this area.

Although most of the Descartes area is composed of upland material similar to the
Apollo 14 landing site, the Kant Plateau region is extraordinary in its exposure of fresh material. In view of the above data, it is important to sample the Kant Plateau region during a Descartes mission. We feel that such sampling will provide the best chance to study an area where processes other than cratering may have recently occurred.

The contact between the Kant Plateau region and the surrounding uplands region, occupied by the so called Cayley Formation, could also yield important information on (1) the structural relations between these two regionally important upland units, (2) origin of the bright Descartes plateau material, (3) origin of the Cayley Formation and (4) the mixing of different lunar soils.

In our opinion, a mission to this region without strong emphasis on sampling Kant Plateau material would be unfortunate since the type of upland material which surrounds the Kant Plateau, i.e. the Cayley Formation and the more subdued appearing parts of the Descartes Formation, have probably been previously sampled.
Fig. 8a. ACIC topographic map of the Hadley-Apennines area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>25°00'N</td>
<td>2°45'E</td>
<td>11/14/70</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>+16°</td>
<td>Ipm</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>26°10'N</td>
<td>2°30'E</td>
<td>11/14/70</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+16°</td>
<td>Ipm</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>25°45'N</td>
<td>3°35'E</td>
<td>11/14/70</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>+16°</td>
<td>Ifhl</td>
<td>Upland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>24°40'N</td>
<td>3°00'E</td>
<td>11/14/70</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>+16°</td>
<td>pIr</td>
<td>Uplands bright crater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hadley-Apennine A: Mare area, with low albedo, high crater density, and small lateral variation.
Hadley-Apennine B: Flat, mare region with high crater density and many subdued craters.
Hadley-Apennine C: Very rough topography, with steep mountain slope and moderate to high albedo.
Hadley-Apennine D: Mountainous region, with angular ridges having steep slopes and very high albedo.
Discussion

The Hadley-Apennine A area probably has a soil composition similar to the non-ray material (Adams and McCord, 1971a) found at the Apollo 12 landing site in the ratio of crystalline to glass in the soil. Hadley-Apennine B's soil composition is most likely similar to that found at Hadley-Apennine A except for a decrease in the titanium content. The Hadley-Apennine C region probably contains uplands material similar to that found at the Apollo 14 landing site. The Hadley-Apennine D area probably contains freshly exposed, higher-crystalline material. The exposure may have been the result of gravity-slumping on the slopes of the Apennine Front.
The Hadley-Apennine region probably contains material which has been previously sampled during the mare and upland mission. However, it would be worthwhile to sample the area at the edge of Hadley Delta, since it could reveal important information regarding the interface between mare and uplands regions. Also, the similarity between the Hadley Delta and Apollo 14 landing site material, as seen in the telescopic spectra, could support the hypothesis of a common Imbrium event producing Fra Mauro Formation material.

The difference between the reflectivities of Hadley-Apennine C and D cannot be explained at present, and radar measurements offer no clue (Zisk et al., 1971), since both features are strongly enhanced.
Fig. 9a. ACIC topographic map of the Hyginus Rille area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>8°20'N</td>
<td>5°40'E</td>
<td>1/10/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8°05'N</td>
<td>5°15'E</td>
<td>1/10/71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>CId</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7°45'N</td>
<td>6°15'E</td>
<td>1/10/71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>7°25'N</td>
<td>6°10'E</td>
<td>1/10/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>CId</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>7°25'N</td>
<td>7°55'E</td>
<td>1/10/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>CEch</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hyginus Rille A: Crater chain material, with extensive talus of high albedo on floor of craters; exposed, stratified layers on walls.
Hyginus Rille B: Flat, mare material with very low albedo, high crater density and subdued features.
Hyginus Rille C: Crater with low albedo, steep slopes and large talus blocks; high crater density and subdued features on floor.
Hyginus Rille D: Flat, mare material, similar to Hyginus Rille B.
Hyginus Rille E: Very high albedo crater chain material, similar to Hyginus Rille A.
Fig. 9b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Hyginus Rille spots relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
Discussion

The HYGINUS A, C and E areas probably contain mare material that has been previously sampled during the Apollo 12 mission and perhaps will be sampled during the Apollo 15 mission. The HYGINUS RILLE B and D regions' surface soil composition probably is the same as HYGINUS A, C and E except for a marked increase in the dark glass content.

Although most of the material in the Hyginus Rille region probably has been previously sampled, the dark material at HYGINUS B and D are anomalous in their relatively high reflectivity in the ultraviolet and the near-infrared, and in their low depolarized radar backscatter values (Zisk et al., 1970). This material is part of a dark mare series whose end member is LITTROW A, and whose origin may be relatively recent (see Littrow analysis).
Fig. 10a. ACIC topographic map of the Littrow area.

### LITTROW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>21°15’N</td>
<td>29°40’E</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-3°</td>
<td>CId</td>
<td>Dark mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>21°40’N</td>
<td>29°45’E</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3°</td>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>22°05’N</td>
<td>29°45’E</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3°</td>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>21°40’N</td>
<td>29°00’E</td>
<td>1/11/71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3°</td>
<td>Im</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Littrow A: Level topography with very low albedo (0.05), subdued craters and thick regolith.
Littrow B: Sharp-rimmed crater with slumping of walls; surrounding terrain hummocky, with thick regolith and high albedo.
Littrow C: Sharp-rimmed crater with rocky floor; similar to Littrow B.
Littrow D: Relatively smooth topography and low ridges, with moderately low albedo and high crater density.
Fig. 10b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Littrow spots relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
**Discussion**

The LITTROW A relative reflectivity curve is similar to the Apollo 11 curve in some ways. However, this region is quite anomalous to most of the Moon because of its low albedo, high ultraviolet and near-infrared reflectivity, and very low depolarized radar backscatter values (Zisk et al., 1970). The non-crystalline nature of the surface soil is indicated by the shape of the 0.95 μ feature, which indicates a distinct scarcity of pyroxene in the soil. This effect could not have been produced by impact vitrification, since the anomaly is localized. Some form of local event, such as volcanism, could have produced such a rockfree surface.

The curves for LITTROW B and C do not fit either the mare or upland crater series of relative reflectivity curves (McCord et al., 1972). The surface soil at these areas is probably a mixture from nearby areas. LITTROW D exhibits a typical mare curve which is similar to the Apollo 12 curve, although this area probably has more titanium in the soil.
Fig. 11a. ACIC topographic map of the Marius Hills area.

MARIUS HILLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>13°45'N</td>
<td>56°45'W</td>
<td>1/15/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+44°</td>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>13°45'N</td>
<td>56°05'W</td>
<td>1/15/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+44°</td>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>13°45'N</td>
<td>55°30'W</td>
<td>1/15/70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+44°</td>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Marius Hills A: Smooth, undulating material with low domes and subdued features.
Marius Hills B: Region of wrinkle ridges and domes, with deep regolith.
Marius Hills C: Flat, mare material with a high crater density.
Fig. 11b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Marius Hills spots relative to Mare Serenitatis 2 standard.
Discussion

It can be inferred from these data that Marius Hills site is intermediate in bulk soil composition between the Luna 16 and Apollo 11 landing site. The composition is probably closer to the Apollo 11 site but with perhaps less titanium. These spectral reflectivities are also similar to other areas in Oceanus Procellarum (McCord, 1968).

As with Davy Rille, high spatial resolution measurements of suspected volcanic features were not performed, and the possibility of small, localized areas of very different material exists. On the basis of these spectral reflectivity measurements, it is recommended that the Marius Hills region be placed as low-priority for a manned mission, as it is similar to previously sampled material in bulk soil composition and the surrounding mare.
TYCHO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>41°05'S</td>
<td>11°05'W</td>
<td>11/11/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>Ccrr</td>
<td>Uplands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>41°55'S</td>
<td>11°20'W</td>
<td>11/11/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>Ccw</td>
<td>Uplands bright crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>42°55'S</td>
<td>10°40'W</td>
<td>11/11/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>Ccfh</td>
<td>Uplands bright crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>43°15'S</td>
<td>11°20'W</td>
<td>11/11/70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>Ccp</td>
<td>Uplands bright crater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tycho A: Area of lower albedo than surrounding terrain, containing Surveyor 7 landing site; hummocky material radial to Tycho.

Tycho B: Region of rough, angular hummocks on a terraced wall, with high albedo; lineation radial to Tycho and many exposed boulders.

Tycho C: Area containing extremely rough, non-directional hummock and ridge system; numerous fissures and high albedo.

Tycho D: Region of angular peaks and ridges with fairly smooth, steep slopes and high albedo.
Fig. 12b. Normalized relative spectral reflectivity of Tycho spots relative to Mare Serentatis 2 standard.

Discussion

The Tycho region is extremely interesting since it contains a large amount of higher crystalline material over a vast surface area. This region should be sampled, inasmuch as an area where such high crystalline rocks predominate has yet to be visited. Such a manned mission would yield samples which could establish a baseline for this 'end member' of the bright crater series, and thus allow interpretation of bright crater spectra for other areas of the Moon.

The Tycho A area, which contains material of the dark 'halo ring', is quite anomalous to the Tycho region. The processes that cause this area to appear as uplands material cannot be explained at this time.
It should be noted that a manned mission to the contact between the dark 'halo ring' and the bright, exposed material at the rim probably would have the potential for a maximum scientific return.

The TYCHO A area probably contains some form of uplands material which is similar to the Apollo 14 landing site soil. The TYCHO B area contains more crystalline, exposed material. The variation of the 0.95 \( \mu \) band relative to TYCHO C and D is perhaps a function of different material in the exposed layers on the slopes of Tycho, although contamination by TYCHO A material within the observed area cannot be ruled out. Both TYCHO C and D have similar curves, thus indicating that the surfaces of the floor and central peaks have the same amount of crystalline material.
5. Spectral Reflectivity Measurements

A. INTRODUCTION

In the last section the relative spectral reflectivities of several areas near each of the proposed landing areas were discussed. These relative curves are derived by dividing the reflectivity of the area of interest by that of a standard area. Two standard areas were used for each region studied: (1) the area in Mare Serenitatis was used for all regions, and (2) an area within the region studied. The spectral reflectivity curve for the Mare Serenitatis standard area is given in Figure 2. The spectral reflectivity curves for the regional standard areas are given in this section.

B. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The spectral reflectivity curves scaled to unity at 0.56 µ and one area from within each lunar region studies are given in Figure 13. As can be seen in Figures 2 and 14, the curve for almost all lunar areas are quite similar and one must resort to the

![Fig. 13a.](image-url)
relative curves to show the small but significant differences between the spectral properties of different lunar areas. All curves have a positive slope toward the red spectral region and show the absorption band near 0.95 μ.

C. INTERPRETATION

The overall curve slopes (the red color) for all areas is an expression of the colored glass content of the lunar soil (Adams and McCord, 1970, 1971a, b; Conel, 1970; Conel and Nash, 1970). The curve slopes less (less red color) and becomes less linear as the proportion of glass to crystalline material in the soil becomes smaller. The depth of the absorption band also follows this parameter to some extent (more glass, less band). From this and the curves in Figure 13 it is apparent that colored glass is a significant component of the soil everywhere we observed. Bright crater material is more crystalline than other regions.

The absorption band near 0.95 μ is an expression of the pyroxenes in the soil. The

![Graph showing normalized spectral reflectivity of Mare Serenitatis 2 standard and proposed Apollo landing sites, scaled to unity at 0.56.](image)
band appears at about the same wavelength position with varying strengths in all curves. Pyroxenes must have a major influence on the lunar soil spectrum almost everywhere.
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Abstract -- Data are presented that relate the wavelength positions of the major Fe\(^{2+}\) optical absorption bands in pyroxenes to overall pyroxene composition. The bands appear in reflectivity spectra of rock and soil samples from Apollos 11, 12, 14 and 15, and can be used to determine average pyroxene composition in the multiphase assemblages. Differences in average pyroxene content between rocks and soils at the four Apollo sites imply that the mare and highland soils have been cross-contaminated by one another. Spectral curves of lunar soil samples agree very closely with telescopic measurements of 18 km-diameter areas which include the landing sites. The characteristic telescopic spectral curve types for (a) background mare, (b) mare bright craters, (c) background uplands, and (d) upland bright craters are reproduced in the laboratory with the mare and upland samples. Based on lunar sample data it is now possible to make semiquantitative estimates for the telescopically observable areas of the moon of (a) the crystal:glass ratio, (b) the Ti content of the glass in the soil, and (c) the average pyroxene composition.
INTRODUCTION

In previous papers on the optical properties of Apollo samples (ADAMS and JONES, 1970; ADAMS and McCORD, 1970, 1971a, 1971b) we pointed out that the principal absorption bands in visible and near-infrared reflectance spectra of lunar rocks and soils arise from the mineral pyroxene. The wavelength positions of the bands, furthermore, are related to the pyroxene composition. In this paper we present new data on the optical spectra of pyroxenes which relate band positions to composition. We then discuss the classification of lunar rocks and soils in terms of average pyroxene composition. Finally, the laboratory data are compared with spectra of the moon obtained using earth-based telescopes.

PYROXENE SPECTRA

The electronic spectra of pyroxenes have been studied by several workers during the last seven years. For recent reviews see BURNS et al., 1971 and LEWIS and WHITE, 1972. Polarized absorption measurements of single crystals have yielded spectra of high resolution, and at present there is reasonable agreement about the assignments of the major bands.

In pyroxenes the strongest absorptions arise from electronic transitions in Fe$^{2+}$. Only one spin-allowed transition is possible for the Fe$^{2+}$ ion in octahedral coordination and this results in the band near 1 μm that is common to several minerals. In the pyroxene structure, however, the oxygen polyhedra around the cations are strongly distorted from
octahedral symmetry so that additional energy levels are resolved and additional spin-allowed transitions arise. This splitting of the crystal field leads to two intense bands, one near 1 μm and another near 2 μm. These bands are polarization-dependent in terms of intensity and wavelength position. Figure 1 shows the spectra of a single grain of zoned augite-pigeonite from sample 12063. The measurements are through the courtesy of Dr. Peter Bell of the Geophysical Laboratory.

In diffuse reflected light the two main Fe$^{2+}$ bands are easily resolved. Powdered samples (representing all possible crystallographic orientations) yield bands that are some average of the different absorptions seen in the single-crystal polarized spectra. The band positions in the reflectance spectra, however, still preserve evidence of the crystal structure and composition of the pyroxene. For example, as several authors have noted, the magnesian orthopyroxenes have intense bands near 0.9 μm and 1.8 μm whereas high-calcium pyroxenes exhibit bands near 1.0 μm and 2.3 μm. Figure 2 illustrates the reflectance curves for an enstatite and for the augite-pigeonite 12063 (also shown in Figure 1).

The relationship between the wavelength positions of the two main bands and the pyroxene composition is shown in Figure 3 (lower curve). The figure is a plot of the position of the short wavelength band (vertical axis) against the position of the longer wavelength band (horizontal axis). The points in Figure 3 (lower curve) are derived from diffuse reflectance spectra of essentially pure pyroxene phases, although some of
the pigeonites are zoned or intergrown with augite. Chemical analyses are completed for most of the pyroxenes shown. A more detailed discussion of these and other data is being prepared for separate publication. We are concerned here with the major compositional groupings.

Figure 3 (lower curve) shows a rather well-defined curving trend of points extending from the shorter to the longer wavelengths. All pyroxenes fall along the trend. The orthopyroxenes (open circles) occupy the short wavelength positions. In general, the orthopyroxene bands shift to longer wavelengths as the Fe:Mg ratio increases. The two orthopyroxene points near 0.935 μm and 2.05 μm have Fe:Mg >80%. The filled circles are pigeonites and subcalcic augites. In general, the bands in this group shift to longer wavelengths with increasing calcium content of the pyroxene. The filled triangles represent the calcic augites and the members of the diopside-hedenbergite series. These pyroxenes cluster at the long wavelength end of the diagram.

Figure 3 (lower curve) is useful for determining the approximate composition of an unknown pyroxene from its diffuse reflection spectrum, providing that the two main bands are clearly developed. The figure cannot be used to identify unknowns when the two bands are absent or indistinct, as in some pyroxenes containing important amounts of trivalent ions (Al³⁺, Ti³⁺, Fe³⁺). Mixtures of pyroxene and other minerals having bands within the given wavelength region fall off the trend line. For example the addition of olivine to a low-
calcium pyroxene has the effect of moving the pyroxene point vertically on the diagram. The addition of mafic glass (bands near 1.0 µm and 1.9 µm) would move the point of the mixture above and/or to the left of the curve.

LUNAR SAMPLE SPECTRA

The lunar pyroxenes have two intense and clearly developed absorption bands (Figures 1 and 2) and lie on the trend in Figure 3. The low abundance of trivalent ions, especially of Fe$^{3+}$, allows the Fe$^{2+}$ bands to be well resolved. Single-crystal polarized spectra of lunar pyroxenes have been measured by BURNS (1971, 1972) and BELL (1972). ADAMS and McCORD (1971b) discussed the diffuse reflection spectrum of a pyroxene separate from rock 12063. They showed, furthermore, that the main Fe$^{2+}$ bands in the pyroxene account for the two strong bands in the spectrum of the whole rock. The presence of plagioclase, ilmenite, glass and minor amounts of other phases does not affect the wavelength positions of the pyroxene bands, which persist in the spectra of rocks, breccias and soils.

If the two strong pyroxene bands survive unaltered in wavelength in the spectra of lunar bulk rocks and soils, then the bulk materials should plot on the pyroxene compositional trend of Figure 3. This is indeed the case as is shown in the middle curve of Figure 3.

It is also evident from Figure 3 (middle curve) that the Apollo samples spread along the pyroxene compositional trend, implying that there are significant differences in average
pyroxene composition among the lunar materials. Apollo 14 samples (open squares) cluster toward the low-calcium end of the compositional trend. This is in good agreement with published analyses, which indicate a preponderance of pigeonite and orthopyroxene in the Apollo 14 materials (LSPET, 1971). The Apollo 11 and 12 mare samples, on the other hand, have more calcic pyroxenes ranging from pigeonite to subcalcic augite and augite. These materials (solid triangles) have longer wavelength bands in the reflectance spectra and plot separately from the Apollo 14 rocks and soils. The one exception is a sample of anorthosite that was separated from the Apollo 11 bulk soil. The anorthosite has a low-calcium pyroxene (WOOD et al. 1970) which accounts for the lone solid triangle at 0.92 μm and 1.95 μm.

Five samples of Apollo 15 soil are shown on Figure 3. In general, the Apollo 15 samples are intermediate between the Apollo 14 materials and those from the Apollo 11 and 12 mare sites. As end-members of the Apollo 15 sample suite (Apennine front and mare materials) are approached, the points in Figure 3 plot with the appropriate upland or mare group. The Apollo 15 point at 0.95 μm and 2.10 μm, for example, is a pyroxene-rich soil from the mare site 9a. Only partial results of our Apollo 15 measurements are presented here. A more detailed account will be published at a later date.

It is of interest to note that the Apollo 11 and 12 samples extend into an unoccupied part of the pyroxene compositional trend that lies between the pigeonites and the calcic-augites and diopsides. The gap apparently arises because the
two main pyroxene bands are not clearly developed in the common terrestrial augites that would otherwise be expected to occupy this part of the diagram. Augites typically contain Fe$^{3+}$ and other trivalent ions (Ti$^{3+}$, Al$^{3+}$). Their reflectivity curves show strong absorption throughout the short wavelength end of the spectrum, the result mainly of Fe$^{3+}$-Fe$^{2+}$ charge transfers. The spin-allowed Fe$^{2+}$ bands are only weakly developed and are superposed on a steeply sloping continuum, making it difficult to assign band positions from the diffuse reflection spectra.

In contrast, the lunar augites contain little or no Fe$^{3+}$ (Hafner et al. 1971). The strong absorption at short wavelengths is absent, and the spin-allowed Fe$^{2+}$ bands are clearly developed. It appears, therefore, that pyroxenes with well developed bands near 0.97 μm and 2.15 μm are strongly reduced. Natural pyroxenes of this type may effectively be restricted to extraterrestrial sources.

**SOILS**

From the data in Figure 3 (middle curve) it is apparent that the band positions in spectra of soils from a given site do not necessarily match those for the associated rocks and breccias. It thus appears that the average pyroxene compositions of most soils differ slightly from the average pyroxene compositions of the bedrock from which the soils were at least in part derived.

The top curve in Figure 3 shows the Apollo sample points labeled according to (a) soils and (b) rocks and breccias. The Apollo 12 surface soils are at the short-wavelength end of
the group of points that represent the rocks and breccias. The exact position of the Apollo 11 soil is uncertain, however, owing to the indistinct band near 2 μm. The average pyroxene of these mare soils appears to be less calcic than for the mare basalts. We interpret this to mean that the Apollo 12 soils (and possibly the Apollo 11 soils) contain a component of low-calcium pyroxene which moves the bands of the averaged pyroxene spectrum to shorter wavelengths. This foreign pyroxene component probably is accounted for by the presence of anorthositic and KREEP rock fragments, both of which contain low-calcium pyroxenes. (For reference, the bands for the anorthositic separate from the Apollo 11 soil are represented by the inverted triangular symbol on the same figure. KREEP materials are represented by several of the Apollo 14 breccia points.)

Several investigators have identified contaminant phases in the lunar soils. In the Apollo 11 soil (1-5 mm range) WOOD et al. 1970 found 5.9% crystalline anorthositic material which typically contains low-calcium clinopyroxene. Although pyroxene is only a minor mineral (<10%) in the anorthositic fragments, it contributes strong optical absorption bands (ADAMS and McCORD 1971b, NASH and CONEL 1972). Using analyses of glass in the Apollo 11 fines REID et al. (1972) also report the presence of 6% anorthositic material.

The most abundant contaminant in the Apollo 12 soil is KREEP (Meyer et al. 1971) which, including crystalline and glassy material, comprises approximately 30% to 50% of the soils and a larger proportion of some breccias. KREEP rock
is dominated by plagioclase and orthopyroxene. MARVIN et al. (1971) report that crystalline norite-anorthosite comprises from 8% to 19% of the 0.6-3 mm size fraction of the various Apollo 12 soils. REID et al. (1972) report 29% Fra Mauro basalt (=KREEP =norite) and 3% anorthositic material in the Apollo 12 fines, based on calculations from glass analyses. Using MARVIN et al.'s (1971) figure of 16% norite-anorthosite (crystalline) for soil 12070 and assuming that orthopyroxene makes up 50% of the rock we estimate that approximately 8% of the Apollo 12 soil shown on Figure 3 may consist of orthopyroxene.

The Apollo 14 soils shown in Figure 3 as filled squares fall at the high-calcium end of the cluster of Apollo 14 breccias and rocks. The three filled squares that lie farthest to the right represent surface and near-surface bulk soils. The lower left solid square represents soil from the edge of Cone Crater (sample 14141). The Cone Crater soil shows a close affinity to the Apollo 14 breccias, from which it has been largely derived as evidenced by the abundance of breccia fragments (40-60 percent) even in the small-size fractions (62.5 μm) (LSPET 1971).

On the basis of the inferred average pyroxene composition from Figure 3 the Apollo 14 bulk soils cannot have been derived entirely from the Apollo 14 breccias. It is suggested instead that the Apollo 14 soils are contaminated by a component of high-calcium pyroxene. The only known source at present for high-Ca pyroxene is the mare materials.

REID et al. (1972) estimate that there is approximately
11% mare-derived glass in the Apollo 14 soils. Chao et al. (1972) found titanium-rich (TiO₂ = 7.8%) glasses, which they suggest are derived from a mare area. Glass (1972) also defines a category of mare-derived glasses in the Apollo 14 soils. The presence of mare-derived glasses implies that some amount of crystalline material (including high-calcium pyroxene) should be present also. Steele and Smith (1972) categorized igneous lithic fragments from the 1-2 mm fines. Their Type I high-alumina basalt (14310 type) has the highest-Ca pyroxenes (augite and pigeonite); however in Figure 3, 14310 plots just to the left of the Apollo 12 anorthosite, indicating that the optical properties of the pigeonite component are dominant in this rock. Steele and Smith also comment that there is little correspondence between the 1-2 mm lithic fragments and the glass composition types of Reid et al. (1972). It thus appears that any high-Ca pyroxene contaminant must occur mainly in the <1 mm fraction of the soil. Carr and Meyer (1972) note that there is a maximum of 6% igneous (basalt) fragments (origin unspecified) in the <1 mm fines, whereas light and dark hornfels breccias are the dominant types of fragments. The task of finding mare contaminants is more difficult in the mature Fra Mauro soils, where the host rocks and the contaminants may have been homogenized through several generations of breccia formation. If our conclusions based on the pyroxene bands in Figure 3 are correct, there remain to be identified a few percent of mare pyroxene in the Apollo 14 soils.
Apollo 15 soil samples from the area of the LM and from the Apennine front have similar band positions. The points on Figure 3 lie between the Apollo 11 and 12 points and those for Apollo 14. The notable exception is the Apollo 15 soil sample from site 9a which is rich in calcic pyroxene (LSPET 1971b) and which expectably plots in the cluster of mare basalts. The main group of Apollo 15 soils has an average pyroxene composition intermediate between that of highland and mare materials. We conclude that the Apollo 15 surface soils are cross-contaminated, and that both the Apennine front (upland) materials and the mare soils have been partially blended over the area sampled.

APPLICATIONS OF PYROXENE SPECTRA

A principal objective of our investigation of the optical spectra of the pyroxenes is to strengthen interpretation of telescopic spectral reflectivity data. It is significant, for example, that the main bands in the spectra of lunar rocks fall along the pyroxene trend diagram (Figure 3). Remote spectra of rocky areas, such as fresh craters, therefore, should give information on the average pyroxene composition. Few telescopic data are available, however, in the 2 μm wavelength region owing to instrument-sensitivity limitations, although improved techniques are now being tested at the telescope. We presently rely on the wavelength position of the band near 1 μm for interpretation of the pyroxene composition. It is possible to measure the telescopic band near
1 μ (McCord et al. 1972) to within about 0.02 μm, which would allow a distinction to be made, for example, between the Apollo 14 rocks (0.92 μm) and the Apollo 11 and 12 rocks (0.96 μm). As we have discussed already the absorption bands in the soils converge to similar values probably owing to contamination effects. The soils are not readily distinguished using the single band (see Figure 3); and because telescopes sense mainly soil material, similar band positions are seen for highland and mare areas.

On the other hand the convergence of band positions for the soils becomes an indicator for contamination; and since contamination is time-dependent, it should be possible to separate fresh from old craters in a given material by their pyroxene band positions. This can already be done on the basis of band depths and the overall shapes of the spectral curves, which are controlled by the crystal:glass ratio (ADAMS and MCCORD 1971a, 1971b, 1972).

Cone Crater provides an example. The spectral reflective curve of the Cone Crater soil (14141) shows deep (12%) pyroxene band structure which correlates with the very low (<10%) glass content of the soil. In contrast, the soil near the LM (14421-14259) has 40-75% glass (LSPET, 1971b) and weak (6%) pyroxene bands. If an earth-based or satellite-borne telescope with adequate spatial resolution (better than 1 km) were available, it would be possible to identify Cone Crater as having a high crystal:glass ratio on the basis of the depth of the 0.91 μm band alone. The second line of evidence would be the ratio of the Cone Crater curve to that of the surrounding soil. The
resulting "spectral type" (McCORD et al. 1972) also correlates with a high crystal:glass ratio (Figure 5). If we now add the evidence from the positions of the two pyroxene bands at 0.91 μm and 1.98 μm it would then be apparent that the Cone Crater material does not plot with the more mature soils on Figure 3, and therefore must be relatively uncontaminated.

There is additional and independent evidence that Cone Crater exposes fresh materials. BURNETT et al. (1972) report cosmic ray exposure ages of $24 \pm 2$ m.y. for rocks from the flank of Cone Crater, and ages of 110 m.y. to 590 m.y. for typical rocks near the LM landing area. This is in close agreement with the results of CROZAZ et al (1972), and is further supported by the work of DRAN et al (1972).

COMPARISON OF TELESCOPIC AND LUNAR SAMPLE CURVES

In addition to the laboratory analysis of the spectral reflectivity of the lunar samples, we have been measuring the spectral reflectivity of many 10-to-18-km diameter areas of the moon from Earth using ground-based telescopes. In this way we hope to extrapolate from information gained at the Apollo sites to other unvisited areas of the front face of the moon.

The telescope measurements of the spectral reflectivity of 18-km diameter areas containing the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 landing sites were compared to laboratory measurements of Apollo samples (ADAMS and McCORD 1970, 1971a, 1971b). Excellent agreement was found for the surface soil samples indicating that (1) the telescope measurements were accurate to a percent or so, (2) the telescope observations determine the soil properties but are little affected by rocks, (3) the surface soil
samples taken at Apollo sites are representative on a regional scale, and (4) the absorption bands in the telescope reflectivity curves are a measure of the pyroxene content of the soil. Since the 0.95 μm absorption appears at nearly the same wavelength in all telescope curves measured so far (McCord et al. 1972), the soil must be of nearly uniform average pyroxene content over the entire front surface of the moon, a result in agreement with our hypothesis of the mixing of the lunar soil.

In Figure 4 telescope measurements of an 18-km and an 8-km diameter area, containing the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 landing sites respectively, are compared to laboratory measurements of surface soil samples acquired at these sites. The agreement is excellent; the formal errors on the telescope measurements are about the size of the symbols (<1 percent). The conclusions from the earlier measurements of this type are confirmed.

The telescopic spectral reflectivity curves for all lunar areas are similar in their shape. However, small but very important differences exist among these curves (McCord et al. 1972). To better display these small differences we have developed what we call the relative spectral reflectivity. This quantity is calculated by dividing the spectral reflectivity curve for each area by that for a standard area; in our telescopic case, the standard area is a uniform area of Mare Serenitatis. These ratio curves show the differences between the spectral properties of two lunar areas much more clearly than do the spectral reflectivity curves themselves.
(see McCORD et al. (1972) for detailed presentation).

We have measured and calculated relative spectral reflectivity curves for more than 150 lunar areas, always using the standard area in Mare Serenitatis as the denominator in these ratios. All the curves obtained can be arranged into four non-intersecting sets according to their shape. These four sets -- we call them spectral types -- are directly correlated with four morphological units: background maria, background uplands, mare bright craters, and upland bright craters (McCORD et al., 1972).

In an attempt to understand how these four distinct spectral curve types arise we have calculated relative spectral reflectivity curves for several of the lunar samples as measured in the laboratory. For these laboratory calculations the Apollo 12 soil sample curve was used as a standard by which all other sample curves were divided. This Apollo 12 soil sample has a spectral reflectivity very similar to that for the Mare Serenitatis standard area used for the telescope measurements.

Figure 5 shows the relative spectral reflectivity curve for the Apollo 11 soil (determined in the laboratory) along with the relative spectral reflectivity curve for the Apollo 11 site in Tranquillitatis. The similarity is clear; the Apollo 11 soil has a background-mare spectral type.

Figure 6 shows the relative spectral reflectivity curve for a powdered Apollo 12 basalt. Notice how well this spectral curve type matches those observed telescopically for fresh mare bright craters.
The soil from the Apollo 14 landing site yields a background uplands spectral curve type, as can be seen by comparing it with the telescopic background uplands spectral curve type shown in Figure 7.

And finally, the relative spectral curve type for upland bright craters is duplicated in the laboratory by soil from Cone Crater (Figure 8). Note that Aristarchus shows an upland bright crater curve even though it is located in a mare area. Apparently Aristarchus has punched through the mare fill, exposing relatively fresh upland-like material from below the mare (McCord et al., 1972).

We have demonstrated that the shapes of the relative spectral reflectivity curves measured using telescopes (observing relatively large lunar areas) can be duplicated using Apollo samples measured in the laboratory. In summary (1) the background mare spectral type corresponds to mature mare soil, (2) the background upland spectral type corresponds to mature upland soil, (3) the mare bright crater spectral type corresponds to powdered crystalline mare rock, and (4) the upland bright crater spectral type corresponds to immature soil formed in upland material.

From the comparison of telescope and laboratory measurements of lunar material several conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Telescope measurements are accurate.

(2) The lunar-spectral-type classification derived from telescope observations is strongly supported by laboratory measurements.
(3) The correlation of lunar spectral classifications with lithologic units is verified.

(4) The features in the relative spectral reflectivity curves, from which the lunar spectral type classification is made, can now be explained in terms of the specific mineralogy and composition of the lunar surface material.

(5) The uniformity of spectral properties to this high precision over the background mare and over the background upland regions is further support for the mixing hypothesis. However, the uplands and mare do have slightly different spectral characteristics, indicating that the mixing of the soils is not complete.

(6) With the explanations and confirmations of the telescope results we have obtained from the laboratory measurements of the samples, we can now proceed with meaningful geologic exploration of the front face of the moon down to about 1 km spatial resolution using ground-based telescopes. As before, we can map differences between units on the lunar surface. But it is now possible to interpret these differences in terms of the compositional and mineralogical properties of the surface material. It appears likely that we eventually can specify quantitatively several compositional and mineralogical properties of individual units on the lunar surface including
(a) crystal to glass ratio, (b) amount of Ti in glass, and (c) the average pyroxene composition.
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Figure 1. Polarized absorption spectrum of a single crystal of clinopyroxene from rock 12063,79. Bulk of crystal is pigeonite (Wo$_{20}$ En$_{38}$ Fs$_{42}$) but rim is augite (Wo$_{40}$ En$_{31}$ Fs$_{29}$). Optical and microprobe analyses by Dr. Peter Bell, Geophysical Laboratory.

Figure 2. Diffuse reflection spectra of pyroxene powders illustrating change in band positions with composition. Pyroxene 12063,79 is the same one shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3. Diagrams of absorption band positions in reflectance spectra for terrestrial pyroxenes and lunar samples. Pyroxene absorption band near 1 $\mu$m is shown on the vertical axis. Band near 2 $\mu$m is on the horizontal axis. Lower curve shows pure pyroxenes of different compositions. Middle curve has lunar samples superposed on pyroxene points. Upper curve compares lunar soil bands with bands in spectra of rocks and breccias.

Figure 4. Comparison of laboratory curves of lunar soils from Apollo 14 and 15 with telescopic curves of 18-km$^2$ and 8-km$^2$ diameter areas at respective landing sites.

Figures 5-8. Comparison of laboratory relative reflectivity curves (using Apollo 12 soil as standard) with telescopic relative curves. The main spectral types on the moon are represented.
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Lunar Spectral Types
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The spectral reflectance properties (0.3–1.1 μ) of a number of lunar mare, upland, and bright crater areas were observed with the use of ground-based telescopes. These new data are discussed in view of earlier studies in an attempt to provide a basis for more detailed interpretation. The spectral reflectivity curves (0.3–1.1 μ) for all lunar areas studied consist of a positive sloping continuum with a superimposed symmetric absorption band centered at 0.95 μ. Upland, mare, and bright crater materials can be identified by their spectral curves. The curves for upland and mare regions show a range of shapes from fresh, bright craters to progressively darker background material that correlates with the apparent age of the surface features. The observed upland material has uniform spectral properties, but the mare material shows some variety, probably due to Ti dispersed in lunar-soil glass. Copernicus and Aristarchus appear to have exposed upland material from beneath the mare but Kepler has not. This observation suggests that the mare is no deeper than about 15 km in the Copernicus area and about 6 km deep in the Aristarchus area, but in the Kepler area the mare must be at least about 5 km deep.

Study of samples returned from the moon and data from unmanned landers has greatly increased our knowledge of the landing sites visited. Our understanding of the vast areas beyond the landing areas is dependent in large part on remote measurements. In previous work [McCord, 1968a, 1969a, b; McCord and Johnson, 1969, 1970], it was shown that there are small but significant differences in spectral reflectance from place to place on the moon. The data were gathered by a telescopic technique [McCord, 1968b] used to measure the reflectance of small (3–20 km) areas on the moon to a precision of less than a per cent.

The telescopic results were interpreted by using laboratory studies of the reflectance of silicate minerals [Adams and Filice, 1967; Adams, 1968]. The conclusions that lunar spectral reflectivity differences are controlled largely by mineralogy and that clinopyroxene is a major mafic mineral on the lunar surface have been verified since the return of lunar samples. Laboratory studies of returned samples [Adams and Jones, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1970, 1971a, b; Conel and Nash, 1970] have shown a close correlation between the optical properties
of lunar soil and the telescopic data; this close
correlation implies that remote measurements
can be interpreted for other parts of the sur-
face of the moon.

This paper presents new telescopic observa-
tions of lunar spectral reflectivity and a dis-
cussion of the entire range of curve types that
have been obtained to date. The importance of
distinct classes of curves, based on shape, was
recognized by McCord [1968a] and has been
corroborated with work on Apollo 11 and 12
samples [Adams and McCord, 1971a, b]. The
regular changes in spectral reflectivity that
occur between mare and uplands and between
bright craters and darker background material
appear to indicate distinct differences in com-
position and age. Therefore an understanding
of the lunar spectral types should be a valuable
key to regional surface geology.

Telescope observations of the spectral re-
fectance at visible and near-infrared wave-
lengths of various areas of the lunar surface
were discussed in several previous articles [Mc-
Cord, 1968a, 1969a, b; McCord and Johnson,
1969, 1970]. It was shown that the reflectivity
of all lunar areas studied increases continuously
toward longer wavelengths to at least 2.5 μ
and that an absorption band is present in the
spectrum of almost all lunar areas at about
0.95 μ. There are small but significant differ-
ences in the reflection spectrum from place to
place on the moon. The most important differ-
ence concerns the absorption-band depth and
the continuum slope. These differences are cor-
related with the morphology of the lunar area
observed.

A review of the literature on early studies of
lunar spectral reflection telescope observations
was given by McCord [1968a, also unpublished
manuscript, 1972]. A more recent paper by
Cruikshank [1969] was discussed by McCord
and Johnson [1970]. Also, recent works by
Soderblom [1970] and Goetz et al. [1971] that
concern only a few spectral resolution elements
but cover a large area of the lunar surface are
of considerable importance toward the extension
of the type of studies reported in the present
article.

**Observations**

This report presents new observations of the
spectral reflectivity in the spectral region 0.3-
1.1 μ of lunar areas 18 km in diameter. These
observations were obtained with the 24-in. and
60-in. (61 and 152 cm) telescopes on Mt. Wil-
son. A double-beam photometer was used in
the single-beam mode. A set of twenty-four
1-in.-diameter narrow-band interference filters
(see McCord and Westphal [1971] for char-
acteristics), spaced every 200–500 Å between
0.3 and 1.1 μ, was used to scan the spectrum.
The filters were mounted in a wheel that was
located immediately behind the focal plane
aperture. An ITT FW-118 (S-1) photomultiplier
tube was used (in a pulse-counting mode) as a
detector. The pulses were counted and stored
by a Fabri-tek instrument computer exten-
sively modified by us for these observations.
The filter wheel was continuously spun (4–6
rpm) behind the aperture while an area of the
moon was guided on the aperture. The Fabri-
tek gated the pulses so that certain memory
locations were assigned for each area of the fil-
ter. When enough revolutions (1–4) of the
filter wheel occurred to produce the desired
(≤1%) signal to noise ratio, the data were
stored on digital magnetic tape for later com-
puter reduction.

As in our previous work, a particular area in
the Sea of Serenity (18.7°N, 21.4°E) was used
as a calibration source. Generally, no more
than 10–15 min elapsed between standard-area
observations. On some nights, the standard
area in the Sea of Serenity was measured alter-
nately with a standard star. The positions and
information about the observations of the lunar
areas discussed in the article are given in Table
1. These observations were reduced to produce
the intensity ratios I,(λ)/I,(λ) and I,(λ)/I,(λ),
where I,, I,, and I, are intensities for lunar area
i, the standard lunar area, and the standard
star. These ratios were scaled to unity at 0.564
μ to remove the effects of albedo differences
and to make curve comparisons easier. The
first intensity ratio when scaled to unity at
0.564 μ yields the normalized relative spectral
reflectivity curve. This ratio is extremely sensi-
tive to small differences in spectral reflectivity
between lunar areas and can be measured very
precisely. The second ratio when multiplied by
the ratio I,(λ)/I,(λ) yields the normalized
spectral reflectivity curve for the standard
lunar area. The product of the relative spec-
tral reflectivity for the lunar area i and the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot Name</th>
<th>Centered Coordinates</th>
<th>Run Date</th>
<th>Normal Albedo*</th>
<th>Phase Angle</th>
<th>No. of Runs</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alphonsus 2</td>
<td>13°30'S, 4°10'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.127 to 0.134</td>
<td>35°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Upland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristarchus</td>
<td>23°45'N, 47°30'W</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 1970</td>
<td>0.169 to 0.190</td>
<td>-13°</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Upland, Large bright mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolius 2</td>
<td>0°25'S, 32°30'E</td>
<td>Dec. 7, 1970</td>
<td>0.192 to 0.206</td>
<td>-70°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bright upland crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copernicus 2</td>
<td>9°50'N, 21°20'W</td>
<td>Jan. 9, 1971</td>
<td>0.150 to 0.159</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Large mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copernicus 6</td>
<td>10°05'N, 19°35'W</td>
<td>Oct. 9, 1970</td>
<td>0.142 to 0.150</td>
<td>-27°</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Large mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descartes 2</td>
<td>10°40'S, 16°5'E</td>
<td>Oct. 18, 1970</td>
<td>0.192 to 0.206</td>
<td>-70°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bright upland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fra Mauro 6</td>
<td>8°30'S, 15°45'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.159 to 0.169</td>
<td>33°</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Upland, Bright upland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fra Mauro 7</td>
<td>6°55'S, 16°34'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.120 to 0.127</td>
<td>33°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Upland, Large mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fra Mauro 15</td>
<td>4°35'S, 21°55'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.102 to 0.108</td>
<td>33°</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guericke C</td>
<td>11°35'S, 11°50'W</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 1971</td>
<td>0.120 to 0.127</td>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosodiisus B</td>
<td>27°55'S, 17°30'W</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 1971</td>
<td>0.108 to 0.114</td>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kepler</td>
<td>8°10'N, 37°40'W</td>
<td>Jan. 9, 1971</td>
<td>0.134 to 0.142</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Large mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monnier</td>
<td>26°20'N, 30°10'E</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.099 to 0.106</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linnæus</td>
<td>27°40'N, 11°45'W</td>
<td>Jan. 9, 1971</td>
<td>0.108 to 0.114</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luna 16</td>
<td>0°30'S, 56°40'E</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 1970</td>
<td>0.079 to 0.085</td>
<td>-15°</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea of Cold 1</td>
<td>57°30'N, 13°0'W</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 1970</td>
<td>0.102 to 0.108</td>
<td>-8°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea of Moisture 0</td>
<td>21°15'S, 37°45'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.079 to 0.105</td>
<td>-33°</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea of Moisture 41</td>
<td>19°30'S, 31°0'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17 to 18, 1970</td>
<td>0.108 to 0.114</td>
<td>33°648°</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea of Moisture 45</td>
<td>24°50'S, 44°55'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17 to 18, 1970</td>
<td>0.108 to 0.114</td>
<td>33°648°</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea of Moisture 51</td>
<td>20°40'S, 43°0'W</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1970</td>
<td>0.085 to 0.090</td>
<td>-32°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea of Tranquility I</td>
<td>18°40'N, 21°25'E</td>
<td>Standard Spot</td>
<td>0.090 to 0.096</td>
<td>-32°</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messier A</td>
<td>2°0'S, 46°55'W</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 1971</td>
<td>0.102 to 0.108</td>
<td>-16°</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosting C</td>
<td>1°50'S, 8°5'W</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 1971</td>
<td>0.127 to 0.134</td>
<td>-14°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miccolet</td>
<td>21°55'S, 12°30'W</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 1971</td>
<td>0.108 to 0.114</td>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plato C</td>
<td>51°30'N, 11°10'W</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 1970</td>
<td>0.085 to 0.090</td>
<td>-8°</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mare crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proclus</td>
<td>16°5'N, 47°0'E</td>
<td>Dec. 7, 1970</td>
<td>0.180 to 0.192</td>
<td>-70°</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mare crater, Upland crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tycho I</td>
<td>42°55'S, 10°40'W</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 1970</td>
<td>0.159 to 0.169</td>
<td>-26°</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Upland, Upland bright crater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upland 7</td>
<td>27°45'N, 31°10'E</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1971</td>
<td>0.114 to 0.120</td>
<td>35°</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Upland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From Pohn and Wildey [1970].
spectral reflectivity for the standard lunar area yields the spectral reflectivity for the lunar area itself.

An additional aid in determining the spectral reflectance of the lunar standard area is the laboratory measurements of Apollo 11 lunar-soil samples. By comparing the telescope and the laboratory measurements, it is possible to refine the telescope reflection spectrum. Uncertainty in the solar and stellar fluxes and in the effects of solar lines on the filter passbands can be reduced in this way.

In this study we have used both standard-star observations and laboratory lunar-soil-sample measurements to develop the spectral reflectivity curve for the standard lunar area in the Sea of Serenity. The standard-star fluxes used are from Oke [1964], as modified by Oke and Schild [1970]. The solar fluxes are from Labs and Neckel [1968], modified to account for solar lines and their effect on the effective wavelength of our filters. The spectral reflectivity curve for the Sea of Serenity site was measured at a phase angle of 20°–30°. Also, the Apollo 11 site was measured relative to the Sea of Serenity standard site. The spectral reflectivity of the Apollo 11 site was then calculated and compared with laboratory curves of Apollo 11 soil samples. The two curves matched within the measurement error. The laboratory data are more precise, and thus the spectral reflectivity data for the standard lunar area (MS2) were adjusted to agree with them. Table 2 gives the resultant spectral reflectivities.

The normalized spectral reflectivity curves for several lunar areas representing a variety of lunar terrains are shown in Figure 1. The standard area curve (the derivation discussed above) is assumed to be perfect. Thus, the formal error is that for the relative curves.

The normalized relative spectral reflectivity curves for lunar areas discussed in the article are displayed in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The stand-

---

**Table 2. Spectral Reflectivity Values for the Standard Area in the Sea of Serenity Versus Sun**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter Wavelength ((\lambda))</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.5443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.5390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.5750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.6150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.6610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.6960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.7029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.7565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.7925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.8475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>1.0506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>1.1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>1.1537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>1.2062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>1.2671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>1.3206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>1.3599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>1.4165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>1.4731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>1.5309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>1.5968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>1.6786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>1.7565</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Spectral reflectivity, scaled to unity at 0.56 \(\mu\), for seven lunar areas: (a) Sea of Moisture 41; (b) Sea of Tranquility 1; (c) Sea of Serenity 2; (d) Sea of Cold 1; (e) Tycho 1; (f) Sea of Moisture 45; (g) Aristarchus. Area a is upland; areas b, c, and d are mare; areas e, f, and g are bright craters.
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Proclus; (b) Censorinus 2; (c) Descartes 2; (d) Fra Mauro 6; (e) Tycho 1. Relative reflectivity is the ratio of the reflectivity of one area to that of the standard area (in this study an area in the Sea of Serenity).

Figure 2 shows the relative spectral reflectivity for a series of areas in the uplands ranging from bright craters (Tycho 1) to background upland material (Alphonsus 2).

Spectral reflectivity. The spectral reflectivity curves for all areas of the lunar surface that were measured have a basic similarity (Figure 1). All curves show an increase in reflectivity toward longer wavelengths and an absorption feature near 0.95 μ.

A variety of lunar terrains are represented in Figure 1. Curve a is for an upland region. Curves b, c, and d represent mare regions, curve e represents an upland bright crater, and curves f and g represent mare bright craters. In all curves the absorption band appears at 0.95 μ. No other absorption band is evident in this spectral region. The curve shapes and continuum slopes vary from curve to curve and are not uniform over this spectral range. The greatest variety of curves occurs between the bright craters and other lunar terrain.

Relative spectral reflectivity. The reflection spectra for lunar areas (Figure 1) have small but significant differences. A sensitive method for studying these small differences is to measure and to plot the ratio of the reflectivities for two lunar areas. This ratio curve is called the relative spectral reflectivity curve. For example, when curve b (Sea of Tranquility 1) in Figure 1 is divided by curve c (Sea of Serenity 2), the result is the relative curve for Sea of
Tranquility 1 shown at the top of Figure 3. In the present study, the standard area for Sea of Serenity 2 (18.7°N, 21.4°E) was always used in the denominator to calculate the reflectivity ratios.

The short-wavelength end of the spectral region studied in our earlier work was 0.4 μm. In the present study we have extended this range to 0.30 μm. There are additional spectral features in this near-ultraviolet spectral region, previously unreported, that are particularly useful in classifying lunar-area spectral types.

The classification of lunar areas into general spectral types that correlate with the lunar-terrain types (maria, uplands, and bright craters) was made earlier [McCord, 1968a, 1969a]. In the present study this classification can be refined. Curves for a series of upland-terrain types ranging from Tycho 1 to Alphonus 2 are shown in Figure 2. In these figures a peak near 0.40 μm and then a rapid decrease of the relative spectral curves toward the ultraviolet for bright upland craters and slope material is clear. This feature helps to distinguish the bright upland material curves from the mare-region curves (Figure 3), which can be similar in other parts of the curve, for example, between 0.4 and 0.7 μm. There is a continuous change in the relative spectral curve through a sequence of fresh bright craters (Tycho 1), to less bright craters (Proclus), to older background upland material (Upland 7). For example, the peak near 0.40 μm becomes less sharp and shifts toward red wavelengths as the lunar terrain changes from very bright upland material to background upland material. The albedos for the areas discussed in this article are given in Table 1. Also, the slope of the relative spectral reflectivity curve between 0.4 and 1.1 μm changes from negative to positive and the absorption-band feature near 1.0 μm becomes stronger along the same terrain sequence. The absorption band appears as a positive maximum in these relative curves because the band in spectral reflectivity curves is not so deep for these areas as it is for the standard area.

In earlier work it was suggested that there are distinct lunar spectral types, areas such as bright craters and uplands possessing distinct spectral curves with no overlap between the classes of curve. However, Figure 2 suggests that a spectrum of curve shapes exists between distinct end-members for upland regions, which is related to the freshness of the exposed surface material.

Another series of curve shapes exists for mare regions (Figure 3). The ultraviolet region and the 1.0-μm region again show the most obvious
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Figure 4 shows the relative spectral reflectivity for a series of regions in the mare ranging from background mare through old mare craters to young mare craters.

Fig. 4a. Relative spectral reflectivity for (a) Sea of Tranquility 1; (b) Hesodius B; (c) Nicocollet; (d) Guericke C.

Fig. 4b. Relative spectral reflectivity for (a) Linme; (b) Sea of Moisture 45; (c) Messier A; (d) Kepler; (e) Mosting C.

differences. In the maria the relative spectral curve series runs from the bluer regions, such as most of the Sea of Tranquility, to the redder regions, such as the Sea of Serenity and the Sea of Cold.

Within any one mare the spectral characteristics are not uniform. A mare can be composed of material of several spectral types, as has been pointed out [McCord, 1968a, 1969a; Soderblom, 1970]. This composition does not occur in the uplands, where the background upland material is fairly uniform in spectral properties everywhere on the moon. Only the very bright upland regions show different spectral characteristics. These very bright regions are usually fresh craters, but other anomalously bright regions are also included in the uplands.

The effects produced by disturbing the mare regions through cratering are similar to those found in the uplands. The exposed material is brighter than the surrounding material, and rays are formed. However, the spectral characteristics for most bright craters in the mare (Figure 4) are not the same as the spectral characteristics for the upland craters. The 0.95-μ absorption feature is stronger for most mare bright craters than for other lunar areas studied. The decrease in slope toward shorter wavelengths below about 0.5 or 0.4 μ is present in both the mare bright crater and the upland bright crater relative curves, but the character is different and the variety is much greater. There is evidence for an age-color relation for mare bright craters and for upland bright craters, the spectral properties of the craters becoming similar to those for the background mare material as the crater becomes less bright and more covered with soil (see Figure 4a).
However, partly because of the lack of data on older mare bright craters, this relation cannot be conclusively proven at this time.

Absorption band character. Both the spectral reflectivity curves (Figure 1) and the relative spectral reflectivity curves (Figures 2–4) show evidence of an absorption band in the 0.90- to 1.0-μ spectral region. The wavelength position of this band is of considerable importance because it is a primary indicator of mineralogy. In the relative curves the relative band appears at a variety of positions ranging between 0.90 and 1.00 μ. In all the reflectivity curves shown (Figure 1) the band appears very nearly at 0.95 μ. As has been pointed out by L. T. Silver (personal communication, 1969) and Conel and Nash [1970], and as is well known among spectroscopists, the apparent wavelength position of an absorption feature superimposed on a sloping continuum depends partly on the continuum slope. The continent of the lunar spectrum has a large positive slope; thus, there is a problem in reading absorption-band positions directly from lunar spectra.

Artificial lunar spectra have been calculated by using straight-line sloping continuums and superimposed Gaussian absorption bands. The continuum slope and band depth and position were varied to test resultant relative and 'absolute' curve behavior. The results of these tests were applied to actual lunar curves to remove the effects of the continuum slope on the apparent band position. The relative lunar curves suffer most from band-distortion effects. Apparent shifts in the relative bands in our curves are due to differences in the slopes of the two curves involved and not to differences in the absorption band between the two curves. Artificial relative curves can be produced that duplicate the behavior of actual lunar curves without resorting to absorption-band position shifts. This analysis is, of course, limited by our spectral resolution.

The band position in actual lunar spectral reflectivity curves appears at about 0.95 μ for nearly all curves, according to visual analysis. The band is generally quite shallow and is always superimposed on a positive sloping continuum. The combination of these effects results in almost no difference between actual and apparent band position as determined by visual analysis. An analysis of four lunar spectral reflectivity curves is shown in Figure 5. The absorption band was extracted from the curve under the assumption that there was a linear continuum in the vicinity of a symmetric absorption band. The continuum required to produce a symmetric band and the resulting band are shown in Figure 5 along with the actual spectrum. Note that the slope of the continuum changes at about 0.90 μ for some curves.

INTERPRETATION

The distinct differences between the spectral curves for the mare and upland regions correlate with the well-known differences in albedo and topography. Differences in bulk composition between uplands and maria are implied, and a contrast in bulk chemistry is supported by Surveyor and Apollo data.

The ability to differentiate surface upland material from mare material by means of the spectral curves becomes important in areas where the usual indicators, albedo, and topography are ambiguous. At the edges of the maria there are places where crater ejecta of one type overlap or are mixed with material of the adjacent terrain. At Davy rille, for example, a mixture of upland and mare materials is indicated by the spectral curves [McCord et al., 1971].

The distinction between upland and mare curves is of particular interest as applied to the large craters Copernicus and Aristarchus. Although the craters are located in the maria, the spectral curves (Figure 6) are those of upland material. We interpret these data to mean that cratering events at Copernicus and Aristarchus penetrated through the mare fill and exposed underlying upland material. Other craters in this mare region, including Kepler (Figure 4b), have mare-type curves. Thus, it is possible to place an upper limit of about 15- and 5-km thickness of the mare fill in the vicinity of these two large craters, if a 1:5 depth-diameter ratio and initial crater diameters of 72 and 32 km are assumed. In the vicinity of Kepler the mare depths must be at least about 5 km for an initial crater diameter of 24 km.

There are transitions in the spectral curves from bright craters to background material for both the uplands and the maria. The changes in the curves correlate with apparent age as
Figure 5 shows the spectral reflectivity curves and the absorption band with the continuum removed. For curves in 5a and d the continuum slope changes at about 0.8 \( \mu \).
deduced by crater form and by stratigraphic relationships. The spectral properties apparently are affected by the aging process in a regular way.

Aging leads to subdued crater outlines and to a loss of contrast between the brighter crater material and the darker background. Darkening of fresh craters and their rays is more pronounced in the maria than in the uplands. In both regions it is necessary to penetrate the darkened surface layer to expose the brighter, fresher material underneath. From the spectral data a clear distinction can be made between bright craters in upland material and bright craters in mare material (although the albedos may be the same), and an estimate can be made of the stage of aging and darkening. Copernicus ranks as upland material in an advanced stage of aging. Therefore, further darkening of Copernican material is limited and would be caused mainly by mixing with the surrounding darker mare soil. Aristarchus, on the other hand, is most closely related to fresh upland material in spectral type, which implies that in time the crater and its rays will degrade further both by aging and by mixing with the surrounding soil.

Background, dark mare material is not of uniform spectral type. The spectral curves range between the two extremes of 'red' and 'blue' mare, subgroups recognized and discussed by Whittaker [1966], Goetz et al. [1971], and others. The mare subgroups are distinguished by differences in the relative curves at the blue end of the spectrum. The curve differences can be explained by the amount of absorption by Ti$^+$ ions in the glass phase of the soil [Burns, 1970; Conel, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1971a, b].

The implied compositional differences in the maria are very slight, and this conclusion is in good agreement with differences in the titanium content in returned samples. It is significant that the lunar spectral types are limited to the compositional groups of uplands and maria, and to a subgroup of types within the maria. Although uplands and maria appear to differ in composition, there is also an implied similarity in that the 0.95-$\mu$ (pyroxene) band, although weaker in the uplands, is common to both regions. Therefore, we conclude that the major compositional differences across the near side of the moon are effectively restricted to the uplands versus the maria and that most other variations in the spectral curves are a function of the degree of aging within the major types of materials. The aging process itself and its effect on spectral properties have been discussed elsewhere, on the basis of studies of returned lunar samples [Adams and McCord, 1971a, b].
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Abstract—The reflectivity curve for the Apollo 11 fines closely matches the telescopic curve for an 18 km diameter area that includes the landing site. A laboratory study of four lunar rocks and two samples of fines indicates that the shallow depression at 0.95 μm in the telescopic curve is a degraded band arising from electronic absorptions in clinopyroxene and to a minor extent in olivine. Iron- and titanium-rich glass in the lunar fines accounts for the strong blue absorption in the telescopic curve and may be primarily responsible for the low albedo. Bands at approximately 0.95 μm in telescopic curves for Kepler, Aristarchus and Plato C indicate the presence of clinopyroxene similar to that found at the Apollo 11 site. The curve for the lunar highlands has a very weak band, implying that clinopyroxene is less abundant there. Variations in the amount of dark glass are suggested by differences in curve slopes for diverse lunar maria areas.

INTRODUCTION

Our investigation of the Apollo 11 lunar samples had the following objectives: (1) to search for electronic or other absorption bands in the visible and near-i.r. portions of the spectrum, and to relate any bands to the mineralogy of the samples, (2) to investigate parameters other than mineralogy that might affect the frequencies or depths of bands, and (3) to relate laboratory spectra and lunar sample mineralogy to earth-based telescopic spectra of the moon and to evaluate the feasibility of obtaining mineralogical information by remote reflectivity measurements. In this paper we expand the preliminary report by Adams and Jones (1970) on the Apollo 11 samples and include new interpretations of lunar telescopic measurements.

The basis for interpretation of absorption bands in silicates between 0.3 μm and 2.5 μm was developed through the application of crystal field theory to mineralogy (Burns, 1965; White and Keester, 1966). Transmission spectra of single oriented crystals, using polarized light, have led to refinements in band assignments (Burns and Fyfe, 1967; Bancroft and Burns, 1967; White and Keester, 1967). Electronic bands are produced by transition elements, notably iron, in various valence and coordination states. Band frequencies are sensitive to distortion of d-orbital shells of transition metals by neighboring anions. Because metal-oxygen distances and configurations differ for most minerals, the absorption band frequencies can be used for identification of minerals that exhibit bands.
Absorption bands also appear in diffuse reflectance spectra of minerals and of their powders (WHITE and KEESTER, 1967; ADAMS and FILICE, 1967). The feasibility of making mineral identifications based on reflectivity curves of minerals and rocks has been discussed by ADAMS (1968). Interpretations of bands in lunar and planetary reflectivity curves have been made on the basis of the above arguments. The reflectivity measurements of the Apollo 11 lunar samples provide the first opportunity to test the validity of mineralogical interpretations that were based on reported absorption bands in the telescopic curves. Major uncertainties have been whether the lunar surface has been altered in an unknown way and whether the lunar reflectivity curves can be correctly interpreted in terms of terrestrial mineral and rock curves.

**INSTRUMENTATION AND SAMPLE PREPARATION**

Preliminary measurements were made with a Cary 14RI ratio-recording spectroreflectometer at the Manned Spacecraft Center. The instrument had an MgO-lined integrating sphere, and freshly smoked MgO was used as a standard. Illumination was by a water cooled hydrogen lamp in the spectral range 0.32-0.4 μm and a tungsten lamp between 0.4 and 2.5 μm. Detectors consisted of a No. 6217 photomultiplier in the 0.32-0.6 μm region, and a PbS cell beyond 0.6 μm. The system was purged with dry nitrogen gas.

Spectra were scanned at a constant rate of 50 Å/sec. Data were simultaneously recorded on a strip chart and in digital form on paper tape every 20 Å. Spectral resolution varied from a minimum of 70 Å near the spectral extremes to 12 Å in the visible and near i.r.

All samples subsequently were measured at the Caribbean Research Institute Laboratory using a Beckman Dk-2A ratio recording spectroreflectometer. This instrument also was used with an MgO-lined integrating sphere. Sandblasted gold and freshly smoked MgO were standards. Hydrogen and tungsten lamps were employed as described above. A photomultiplier (1P28) was used in the 0.32-0.6 μm range, and a PbS cell beyond. The instrument was purged with dry N₂. Spectra were recorded on a stationary chart and on paper tape for digital processing.

Samples were prepared in the same way for both instruments. Sample 87-13 was packaged under vacuum at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory in a specially constructed copper and glass tube. All other materials were handled and packaged inside N₂-filled glove bags. Particulate samples were placed in polished aluminum cups and covered with ½ in. polished glass plate made from G.E. No. 125 material. Rock chips were seated on aluminum foil inside glass jars having tight sealing lids and glass windows. Samples were held in contact with the glass. Standards were covered with glass cut from the same 4 x 4 in. plate as used for the samples. Our tests indicate that the glass, which has excellent transmission from 0.35 to 2.5 μm, does not affect the ratioed spectra when matched covers are used for both the sample and the standard. The glass does introduce an unwanted specular component to the measurements. This was removed by suitable orientation of the samples and standards in relation to the illuminating beams. All measurements, therefore, are of the diffuse component of the reflectivity.

Both spectroreflectometers illuminate an area of approximately 5 by 10 mm on samples and references. The rock chips were of diverse sizes and shapes and where they did not completely fill the illuminating beam (10020-37, 10020-38, 10003-33, 10003-34) a black mask was prepared to eliminate reflection from the aluminum foil.

**LABORATORY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION**

We made reflectivity measurements of the following kinds of lunar material. (1) Type A, crystalline rock containing olivine, (2) Type B, crystalline rock without olivine, (3) Type C, breccia (two samples), and (4) Type D, surface fines (two samples) (LSPET, 1969). Each sample of rock and of breccia consisted of three chips taken from the top, interior and bottom parts. One sample of fines was packaged in a
vacuum container. All other samples were kept in an N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere except for a small fraction of fines that was deliberately exposed to air.

Broad absorption bands occur in the diffuse reflectance spectra of all of the lunar samples investigated. There are significant differences in band frequencies and band depths among the samples. All observed bands are attributed to electronic transitions in iron and titanium. No vibrational bands were observed. Conspicuously absent are the OH\textsuperscript{-} or H\textsubscript{2}O bands at 1-4 and 1-9 \textmu m that occur in many terrestrial minerals and rocks.

Sample 10003-33 illustrates the simplest type of curve (Fig. 1) in which the two main bands, one at 0-94 \textmu m and the other at 2-0 \textmu m, are contributed by Fe\textsuperscript{2+} in the clinopyroxene. The curve is generally similar to polarized absorption spectra and diffuse reflectance spectra of orthopyroxenes (BANCROFT and BURNS, 1967; WHITE and KEESTER, 1967). The common magnesian orthopyroxenes have Fe\textsuperscript{2+} bands at 0-90 \textmu m and at approximately 1-85 \textmu m. Splitting arises from strong distortion of the M2 site from octahedral symmetry. These two bands shift toward lower frequencies with the substitution of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} for Fe\textsuperscript{2+} on the M2 site (ADAMS, unpublished data). Pigeonite from the Pasamonte basaltic achondrite (DUKE and SILVER, 1967), for example, has bands at 0-93 \textmu m and at 2-0 \textmu m. A similar shift occurs at the iron-rich end of the orthopyroxene series. BURNS and FYFE (1967) report an orthoferrosilite (Mg\textsubscript{0.318}Fe\textsubscript{0.884}Ca\textsubscript{0.018})\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{6} with bands at 0-95 \textmu m and at approximately 2-1 \textmu m.
The two main bands for sample 10003-33 at 0-94 μm and 2-0 μm are here attributed to Fe²⁺ primarily on the non-centrosymmetric M2 coordination site. The band frequencies clearly distinguish the lunar pyroxene as being more Ca- and/or Fe-rich than the compositional range enstatite–hypersthene which gives bands at 0-90 and 1-85 μm, but less calcic than common augite or diopside which have bands at 1-0 and 2-3 μm. Band frequencies in 10003-33 do not permit a distinction between pigeonite–subcalcic augite and ferrosilite. However, the absorption coefficient of the ferrosilite is so high that a diffuse reflection spectrum yields only subdued bands even for very fine powders.

Studies of the pigeonites and subcalcic augites from rock 10003 and other lunar rocks demonstrate that the pyroxenes display a range in composition. The optical spectra are necessarily an average of the properties of the several kinds of pyroxenes and of chemical inhomogeneities within kinds. Ross et al. (1970), for example, give ratios of augite to pigeonite in single crystals (of rock 10003) of 4:1, 7:3, 1:1, 1:1, 2:3 and 1:4. The degree to which the absorption spectra of these pyroxenes differ is not yet known. Partial answers, at least, will come from transmission measurements on single crystals.

The reflectivity curve for sample 10003-33 also shows a faint (<5 per cent) band at 0-5 μm and a flattening at 1-3 μm. The band at 0-5 μm corresponds to the simple d-electron transition in Ti³⁺ [(t²g)⁶(e⁴g)⁰]. The shallow depth of this band may result from the fact that the ratio Ti³⁺:Ti⁴⁺ is very low. Ross et al. (1970) conclude there is little Ti³⁺ in the lunar pyroxenes, based on evidence of coupling of Ti and Al with Si and R²⁺. Although the lunar pyroxenes contain up to 5% TiO₂ (for example, Chao et al., 1970) most of it is in the form of Ti⁴⁺ which has no 3d electrons.

The weak band at 1-3 μm we assign to Fe²⁺ and not to Ti as reported earlier (Adams and Jones, 1970). The structure may arise from Fe²⁺ on the M1 site in the pyroxene, however, it also occurs for ilmenite powder and for calcic plagioclase containing minor Fe²⁺. There is no evidence for bands arising from chromium.

Sample 10003-33 is a useful reference for the interpretation of bands in other lunar materials, for it contains essentially no olivine or glass. The other major minerals present, plagioclase and ilmenite, do not contribute any measurable band structure to the rock curve in diffuse reflected light. Sample 10020-38 differs mineralogically from sample 10003-33 in that approximately 5% olivine is present. In diffuse reflected light olivine alone has a single strong absorption band at 1-03 μm that arises from Fe³⁺ in sixfold coordination. In the curve for sample 10020-38 (Fig. 1) the band at 1-00 μm is attributed to a combination-band representing the unresolved 0-94 μm pyroxene and 1-03 μm olivine bands. The band at 2-0 μm is assigned to the pyroxene alone, for olivine has no selective absorption in this wavelength region. The 0-94 μm frequency of the pyroxene band is assumed on the basis that the average pyroxene composition is similar to that in sample 10003-33. We have not yet made mineral separates to allow us to measure the individual curves of the pyroxene and of the olivine; however, using the 10003-33 pyroxene curve and the curve from a terrestrial olivine (Fo75) we calculate a sum that is very similar to the curve for 10020-38. The curve for sample 10020 also shows the titanium band at 0-5 μm and the weak Fe²⁺ band at 1-3 μm. The titanium band probably is contributed only by the pyroxene.
Haggerty et al. (1970) do not record a band at 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) in their single crystal measurement of olivine from sample 10020. They found a probable \( \text{Cr}^{2+} \) band at 1.04 \( \mu \text{m} \); however, it is too faint to be resolved in the reflectivity spectra.

The samples of fines and breccias also contain pyroxene and traces of olivine, but less olivine than sample 10020. The fines and breccias show a weak (<5 per cent) band at approximately 0.95 \( \mu \text{m} \) and only a faint suggestion of a dip near 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) (see Fig. 1). The 0.95 \( \mu \text{m} \) band is consistent with the observed proportions of pyroxene and olivine and does not require the presence of other minerals. The virtual disappearance of the 2.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) band in the fines and breccias is related to the overall darkness of these materials and to their lower pyroxene content.

The fines and breccias are darker, have shallower absorption bands, and have steeper overall curves than the crystalline rocks. We attribute these features to the presence of the dark red-brown glass. Although the glass selectively absorbs shorter wavelengths, it does not contribute measurable closed-band structure to the lunar materials in reflected light. The steepening of the curve probably results from a charge-transfer ‘band’ in the dark glass. Charge-transfer transitions cause very strong absorption in the ultraviolet and blue regions (Burns and Fyfe, 1967). Our spectra do not reveal the high frequency limb of this ‘band’, only the low reflectivity in the blue. We suggest that the strong absorption in the glass is caused by the high content of iron and titanium that was derived largely from ilmenite through melting, probably by impact, of the crystalline rock. The decrease in reflectivity from crystalline rock to glass-rich rock or fines can be explained by more efficient use of the available metal ions as light absorbers. In the oxide form, ferrous iron absorbs nearly all incident light in the outer few microns of a mineral grain; hence the interior portion of an ilmenite grain does not further attenuate light. If, however, the ilmenite grain is dissolved in a silicate melt, there is greater opportunity for light absorption by each iron or titanium ion through the charge-transfer mechanism.

Microbrecciation of mineral grains (presumably by impact shock) is observed on the surfaces of many of the Apollo 11 rocks. Micro-fractured silicate minerals reflect more light than undisturbed grains. Each fracture is an optical discontinuity with the potential of reflecting incident light. The effects of microbrecciation are closely analogous to the increase in reflectivity that results from grinding silicate minerals to smaller particle sizes (Adams and Filice, 1967). Comparison of reflectivity measurements of outside and of interior surfaces of the lunar samples shows that although microbrecciated surfaces have up to a 30 per cent higher reflectivity, there is no change in the frequency of any of the absorption bands. This observation is in agreement with theory, for the major band frequencies are determined by Fe—O bond configurations which in turn are little affected by mechanical deformation on a scale larger than the unit cell.

More extreme shock leads to vitrification of mineral grains, and it is expected that absorption bands will shift in frequency when new metal—oxygen bonds are formed. In the samples observed glass-lined pits covered too small an area and the glass was too dark to yield a definitive measurement of any new absorption bands. We observed that in reflected light absorption-band frequencies are unaffected by the presence of glass-lined pits or microbrecciated zones on the surfaces of the Apollo 11 rocks.
We have found no evidence for thick metal coatings or other deposits (other than glass) on the surfaces of mineral grains. If such coatings are present they are not thick enough to cause a measurable attenuation of light and can be disregarded for purposes of interpreting mineral absorption bands from reflection spectra.

Reflectivity measurements also were made of surface fines in vacuum, in N\textsubscript{2}, and in air to test for possible changes arising from removal of the samples from the lunar environment. No differences in reflectivity were observed between 10087-13 in vacuum and 10084-66 which had been exposed to dry nitrogen. In addition, 0.5 g of 10084-66 were exposed to air for 3 weeks at 25°C. No departures from the previous reflectivity measurements were noted.

**Comparison with Telescopic Data**

We have compared the laboratory reflectivity curves of the Apollo 11 rocks with earth-based telescopic measurements of the landing site. (McCord et al., 1969; McCord and Johnson, 1970a). The reflectivity curve (0.4-1.1 μm) for an 18-km dia. area that includes the Apollo 11 site agrees very closely with the laboratory curve for the bulk surface fines (Fig. 2). Extension of the telescopic curve from 1.1-2.5 μm using data from a similar area in Tranquillitatis (Fig. 3) reveals a close fit throughout the spectral region measured. From these data we conclude that: (1) Sample 10084-66 (fines) is representative of the main lunar surface material for at least tens of kilometers around the Apollo 11 site. (2) Crystalline rocks are not abundant enough at and around this site to impose the pyroxene double-band structures on the telescopic reflectivity curves. (3) The single weak band at 0.95 μm in the telescopic curve is the clinopyroxene-olivine combination-band, the contribution from olivine being very minor. The telescopic curves, therefore, are recording mineralogical information. (4) The low albedo of the Mare Tranquillitatis, the steepness of the reflectivity curve, and the weakness of the absorption-band structure can be accounted for at least in large part by the presence of iron- and titanium-rich glass. (5) Interpretation of telescopic curves for other parts of the moon can be expected to yield information on areal differences in mineralogy and on relative proportions of crystalline rock vs. glassy soil and breccia.

It is of considerable interest to consider telescopic curves for other areas on the lunar surface in view of these conclusions. Figure 4 shows comparisons between the reflectivity curve for Mare Serenetatis and six other areas, including Mare Tranquillitatis (McCord and Johnson, 1970b). Curve shapes are generally similar to that for the Apollo 11 fines. Other lunar areas, except Littrow, show a band at approximately 0.95 μm, although for Uplands 7 the band is extremely faint. We conclude that the curves in Fig. 4 (excepting Littrow) arise from materials having approximately the same proportions of pyroxene and olivine as found in the Apollo 11 fines. For example, we exclude as possibilities rocks in which olivine is the major mafic silicate, or rocks in which orthopyroxene is dominant rather than clinopyroxene. The absence of band structure in the Littrow curve may arise from a high content of dark glass. This interpretation is compatible with the steep slope of the curve and with the exceptionally low albedo of this area.

The relatively deep 0.95 μm band in the curves for Kepler and for Aristarchus
suggests a larger ratio of clinopyroxene to dark glass, and perhaps rocks to soil, than at the Apollo 11 site. This interpretation is supported further by the suggestion of bands in the 2 μm region of both curves, and by less intense absorption at the blue end of the spectrum.

Fig. 2. Comparison of telescopic reflectivity curve (0.4–1.1 μm) for an 18 km area that includes the Apollo 11 site with the curve for sample 10084-66, surface fines.

The faint band in the Uplands 7 curve may mean that there is less clinopyroxene than at the Apollo 11 site, or possibly the band has been degraded by greater micro-fracturing or comminution. It is unlikely that the band-degradation is due to more abundant dark glass in view of the higher albedo of this region.
J. B. Adams and T. B. McCord

Fig. 3. Comparison of a composite telescopic reflectivity curve (0.4–2.5 μm) for the Apollo 11 site and an adjacent area, with sample 10084-66, surface fines.

Fig. 4. Normalized spectral reflectivity curves for six lunar areas.
Remote sensing of lunar surface mineralogy: Implications from samples

We feel that there is considerable work still to be done to put the spectral reflectivity measurements and interpretations into a geological context. More information is needed on the areal extent of given spectral characteristics to allow correlation with geologic features and other physical properties. We feel, also, that telescopic or orbital measurements at high spatial resolution will permit selection of rocky areas, which, in turn, will give maximum band structure and mineralogical information.
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Abstract—Visible and near-infrared spectral reflectivity measurements of mineral separates from an Apollo 12 basalt demonstrate that pyroxene absorption bands dominate the curves of mare rocks and soil. Plagioclase, ilmenite, olivine, and other minerals have relatively little effect on the shapes of the reflectivity curves, although the proportions of feldspar and of opaques can affect albedo. By adding artificial glass back to the basalt from which it was made, it is shown that progressive vitrification of ilmenite-rich mare rocks causes darkening and masking of the pyroxene absorption bands, without imparting any of the (weak) band structure of the glass. Anorthositic lithic fragments separated from Apollo 11 soil have reflectivity curves that are dominated by low-Ca pyroxene, whereas telescopic curves of the lunar highlands show a band that indicates pyroxene of the same average composition as occurs at the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 sites.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of laboratory measurements of the spectral reflectivity of Apollo 12 samples and a comparison of the results with Apollo 11 samples and with telescopic measurements of the lunar surface. An interpretation of the telescopic data, taking into account the laboratory studies of lunar samples, is published separately (ADAMS and MCCORD, 1971).

The following Apollo 12 samples were examined: fines 12042,41 and 12070,111; samples from the double core tube 12025,25; 12025,50; and 12028,97; and rocks 12053,23; 12053,29; 12053,30; and 12063,75; 12063,79; 12063,82. The core-tube samples are, respectively, from the following depths (uncorrected for compaction): 0.4-1.2 cm, 6.0-7.0 cm, 19.7-20.8 cm. The two rocks each consist of chips from top, interior, and bottom surfaces. Reflectivity measurements were made with a Beckman DK2-A ratio-recording spectrophotometer. The instrument and sample-handling procedures are discussed by ADAMS and MCCORD (1970). In the present study all samples were handled in air after it was determined that no changes in reflectivity resulted from exposure to dry air at room temperatures.

In our reports on the Apollo 11 samples (ADAMS and JONES, 1970 and ADAMS and MCCORD, 1970), we called attention to the differences between the spectral reflectivity curves for crystalline rocks and those for breccias and fines. The rock curves have well-developed absorption bands, whereas the breccias and the fines have only faint vestiges of bands. The main absorption bands in the rocks were attributed to Fe$^{2+}$ in
pyroxene. The progressive degradation of these bands from rocks to breccias to fines was correlated with an increase in the percentage of dark glass.

The Apollo 12 samples are generally similar to those from the Apollo 11 site in their optical properties. The rocks (Fig. 1) exhibit strong absorption bands whereas the surface fines (Fig. 2) have weak bands. Our samples of Apollo 12 fines included light and dark material from the double core tube. These samples provided important additional evidence on the factors controlling the strength of the optical absorption bands. We have obtained further information on the origin of the bands in the Apollo 12 materials by analyzing mineral separates (Fig. 3). We have, in addition, fused Apollo 12 crystalline rock and investigated the optical properties of the glass and of glass-crystal mixes (Fig. 4). The results of these analyses lead to a consistent explanation for the main optical properties of the lunar samples at the Apollo 11 and 12 sites and correlate well with the telescopic measurements.

LABORATORY RESULTS

The optical properties of the moon as seen from an earth-based telescope are dominated by the fine soil at the surface. The Apollo 11 and 12 soils are made up of a complex assortment of silicate minerals, oxides, and glasses, with very minor sulfides and metals. To understand the optical properties of the bulk soil it is useful to start with the properties of individual mineral species and work toward multiphase assemblages.
Fig. 2. Spectral reflectivity of Apollo 11 surface fines, Apollo 12 surface fines, and Apollo 12 fines from 20 cm deep in the double-core tube.

Fig. 3. Spectral reflectivity of Apollo 12 basalt powder 12063, and plagioclase and pyroxene separates from the same rock. Ilmenite is a synthetic sample.
Fig. 4. Spectral reflectivity of glass made from 12063 whole-rock powder; mixtures of rock powder plus 20% glass and plus 55% glass; compared with curve of Apollo 12 surface fines.

Mineral separates were made from 0.5 gms of rock 12063 using a combination of magnetic techniques and hand-picking under the microscope. The rock consists of 51% pyroxene and 27% plagioclase, with 8% olivine and 11% opaques, mostly ilmenite (WARNER, 1970). It was possible to obtain only nearly pure separates of pyroxene and of feldspar owing to the limited amount of starting material. Figure 3 shows spectral reflectivity curves for the whole rock, the plagioclase separate, and the pyroxene separate, all sized to particles between 125 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 500 \( \mu \text{m} \). Also shown for reference is a curve for synthetic ilmenite powder (< 44 \( \mu \text{m} \)).

The pyroxene has two strong absorption bands at 0.95 \( \mu \text{m} \) and at 2.1 \( \mu \text{m} \). These bands are produced by Fe\(^{2+}\) on a highly distorted (M2) octahedral site, and their assignments have been treated in detail elsewhere (BANCROFT and BURNS, 1967 and ADAMS and McCORD, 1970). A weak Ti\(^{3+}\) band occurs at 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \), and there is the suggestion of a band at 1.25 \( \mu \text{m} \), which probably arises from Fe\(^{2+}\) on the M1 site.

The curve for plagioclase is characterized by a strong Fe\(^{2+}\) band centered at 1.25 \( \mu \text{m} \) and by strong absorption at the blue end of the spectrum. Comparison with curves of terrestrial calcic feldspars suggests that our lunar specimen still includes a component of pyroxene. This is seen in the flattening at 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \), the shallow depression near 1 \( \mu \text{m} \), and in the faint band at 2.1 \( \mu \text{m} \). Tiny inclusions (seen under the microscope) of the strongly absorbing pyroxene in the relatively clear plagioclase account for the above features.

To conserve sample, no attempt was made to separate ilmenite from rock 12063. The main spectral features are illustrated by a synthetic stoichiometric ilmenite. The
band at 0.5 \( \mu m \) is assigned to \( Ti^{3+} \), and the broad depression between 1.0 \( \mu m \) and 1.5 \( \mu m \) is assigned to \( Fe^{2+} \). Note that the curve in Fig. 3 is from a < 44 \( \mu m \) powder that allows light to pass through individual particles without being totally absorbed. For larger particle sizes, the absorption bands become less distinct and the overall reflectivity decreases.

Olivine, which makes up < 10% of rock 12063 was not separated—again, to conserve sample. The optical properties of olivine are well known (ADAMS, 1968), and we would expect a broad \( Fe^{2+} \) band at 1.02 \( \mu m \).

It is evident from Fig. 3 that the curve of the whole rock is overwhelmingly dominated by the spectral features of the pyroxene. Only the weak band at 1.25 \( \mu m \) in the rock curve is derived largely from plagioclase, as was suggested by CONEL and NASH (1970), although it overlaps the \( Fe^{2+} \) bands in pyroxene and in ilmenite, as was pointed out by ADAMS and MCCORD (1970). Ilmenite, olivine, and other minor minerals do not contribute significantly to the spectral reflectivity of rock 12063. Rock chips (Fig. 1), although slightly darker than the whole rock powders, show the same main spectral features. All curves are dominated by pyroxene. Freshly broken surfaces of the two Apollo 12 samples are slightly darker and have flatter curves than those for the natural outer surfaces of the specimens. We found a similar relationship for Apollo 11 rock samples. The natural outer surfaces of the rocks are highly microfractured. These optical discontinuities cause more light to be reflected, in the same way that crushing the rock to progressively finer particle sizes increases the albedo (ADAMS and Filice, 1967). Although the exterior surfaces also contain glassy pits, there is no apparent effect on the spectral curves from the small amount of glass. Significantly, the “space weathering” of the rocks does not shift the positions of the absorption bands.

The spectral curves of the fines (Fig. 2) are different from those of the rocks. The two pyroxene bands are present, but they are very weak, and the integral reflectivity is about one-half that of the rock powder. Of the five Apollo 12 samples of fines that we measured, all had identical spectral curves except the light gray fines from 20 cm in the core tube. The other four samples available to us were from the surface or within the top 7 cm of the core tube, and have a curve given by 12070.111 in Fig. 2. Our 20 cm core-tube sample has a higher overall reflectivity and stronger absorption bands than the surface fines. NASH and CONEL (1971) reported on a different set of samples from the core tube and showed that albedo does not vary as a simple function of depth. They found, however, that the brighter materials have deeper absorption bands.

The most striking difference between lunar soil and rocks is the presence of abundant glass in the soil. Although the glass is highly varied in composition and therefore in color and refractive index, the most abundant type is a dark reddish brown.

We are still separating glasses from the lunar soil in an attempt to make a direct measurement of their optical properties. Separation of a sufficient quantity of glass is, however, a very slow procedure. Meanwhile, we have made artificial glass from crystalline rock (12063). The spectral curve for this glass and for mixtures of crystalline rock powder and glass powder are shown in Fig. 4.

Glass was made from 40 mg of the whole-rock powder of rock 12063. The charge
was held in a platinum tube at 1300°C for 1.5 hours. The furnace was purged with dry
N₂ during the run to prevent oxidation of the sample. The fused product is very dark
brown. This glass was crushed and the powder was measured with the spectro-
photometer. The curve for the glass has two broad absorption bands at approximately
1.1 µm and 1.9 µm. These bands are from Fe²⁺ on highly distorted sites. The curve
and the bands are closely similar to those of terrestrial basaltic glasses that we have
measured in our laboratory. The results are also in agreement with CONEL and NASH

To simulate the production of lunar soil by partial vitrification of crystalline rock,
we added glass powder back to the same rock powder from which the glass was made
(Fig. 4). Three points are significant: (1) The addition of dark glass lowers the albedo
of the overall powder. (2) The absorption bands of the glass (1.1 µm and 1.9 µm) do
not appear when the glass is mixed with the crystalline powder. (3) The absorption
bands in the curve of the rock powder are progressively weakened as more glass is
added. The disappearance of the glass bands in the mixed powder is not surprising in
view of the absence of ilmenite (and plagioclase) bands in the rock-powder curve
(Fig. 3). The weakening of the pyroxene bands in the rock-powder curve with the
addition of glass is caused by the overall darkening of the mix, which leads to a
lessening of differential absorption. The same effect can be produced by adding carbon-
black or any other very dark material.

Figure 4 also shows the curve for Apollo 12 surface fines. We conclude that the
curves of the natural mare soils can be explained in terms of crystalline rock powders
(in which pyroxene dominates the optical properties), that have been partially melted
to yield a mixture of dark glass and crystalline phases. As more glass is produced by
micrometeoroid bombardment at the lunar surface, the soil should become darker and
the pyroxene bands become less distinct. There is evidence for this effect in Fig. 2.
The 20 cm core tube sample contains about 10% glass (our estimate), the Apollo 12
surface fines have about 20% glass (LSPET 1970), and the Apollo 11 soil (10084)
contains approximately 50% glass (LSPET 1969). These curves show that as the glass
content increases, the albedo decreases and the pyroxene bands become fainter.

Although our experiments with artificial glass illustrate the importance of glass for
the lunar optical properties, there are differences between our laboratory mix and the
natural lunar fines. Notably, our crushed glass consists wholly of chips and splinters
that transmit more light than the spherical or equant grains of lunar glass which trap
light by multiple internal reflections. Even very small (< 20 µm) spheres of the lunar
brown glass are dark under the microscope. When we grind the artificial glass to
particle sizes approaching the lunar material, the albedo is too high owing to the
decreased mean path length of light in the irregular grains. The most important
difference, however, is that none of the dark glass sticks to the other mineral grains.
Therefore, a greater surface area of light particles is exposed in the laboratory mix
than in the natural mare soil. The lack of sticking and the marked difference in
particle shape may explain why the addition of 20% artificial glass does not reduce the
albedo to that of the Apollo 12 soil containing 20% natural glass. It may also explain
why CONEL and NASH (1970) found a higher albedo for their artificial glass than for the
Apollo 11 soil. We also note that rock 12063 from which we made glass contains about
10% ilmenite. This percentage may not be representative of the ilmenite content of the average local basalt. Higher concentrations of ilmenite will yield darker glasses.

Gold et al. (1970) and O'Leary and Briggs (1970) reported that sputter-deposited metal coatings on Apollo 11 soil particles cause the low albedo of the soil. The presence of ubiquitous metal coatings, however, is contradicted by other evidence from electron microscopy, Mössbauer studies, magnetic properties, and electrical properties. (See, for example, Goldstein et al., 1970; McKay et al., 1970; Frondel et al., 1970; Herzenberg and Riley, 1970; Strangway et al., 1970; Gold et al., 1970.)

Hapke et al. (1970) drew attention to possible sputter-deposited opaque coatings on Apollo 11 fines, and Hapke et al. (1971) presented evidence, based on an acid-leaching technique, for impact-produced vapor-deposited glassy coatings (approximately 2 μm thick) on the Apollo 12 fines. It is well known that glass cements particles in the breccias and soils, and that glass partially or even completely coats some grains. The occurrence and formation of glass, however, are highly complex and do not fit a simple vapor deposition model (McKay et al., 1970; McKay et al., 1971; Fredriksson et al., 1970). We agree with Hapke et al. (1970) that dark glass in the mare soil lowers the albedo; however, it is important to emphasize that glass does not coat all grains and, in fact, occurs in many forms such as local splashes, interstitial "cement," spherules, and irregular fragments. The ability of glass to stick to other particles strongly affects the optical properties as we pointed out earlier. In the mare soils sticking apparently has occurred over a range of temperatures, from the softening point of a glass through the liquid and vapor phases.

Using high voltage transmission electron microscopy, Borg et al. (1971) found amorphous rinds 0.1 μm thick on 1 μm diameter particles of Apollo 12 soil. These rinds appear to be a radiation-damaged outer portion of the crystalline material rather than a surface-deposited layer. Borg et al. (1971) also reported that the damaged particles have a lower albedo than the undamaged ones. A definitive test, however, requires classifying and separating otherwise similar 1 μm lunar soil particles according to whether they have damaged outer layers or not. Albedo measurements of the two classes of particles would require the separation of at least 50 mg of each class. This is a formidable task in view of the difficulties in handling (and classifying) such small particles. Until such separates can be made, without bias as to percentages of mineral and glass species, or until albedo can be measured on single 1 μ particles, the reported effect of the damaged layers on albedo must remain in doubt. If the 0.1 μm rinds do lower the albedo, it must be determined that such damaged layers also occur for the wide size range of larger particles before a generalization can be made about the lunar soil as a whole. We note that the exteriors of rocks are in fact brighter than their interiors (Fig. 1). Any darkening effect on the rocks is lost in the brightening due to microbrecciation. In like manner, any darkening of the soil by radiation damage is overwhelmed by the readily visible darkening due to the production of glass.

Based on the existing data we do not rule out the possibility that radiation damage lowers the albedo of lunar soil, but further work is necessary to determine the magnitude of any effects. Our results indicate that such effects on albedo must be minor, if they occur at all, and that they are not required to explain the optical properties of the mare soil samples.
In our study of the Apollo 11 soil (Adams and Jones, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1970) we proposed that the strong optical absorption in the glass was caused by iron and titanium that had been derived largely from ilmenite. Our glass experiments with Apollo 12 samples support this idea. We used portions of our mineral separates of plagioclase and of pyroxene to prepare a mixture that simulated a mare basalt that was free of ilmenite. Pure plagioclase and pure pyroxene powders were mixed 1:1 by weight and fused in a platinum tube, as previously described. The resulting glass is light tan, as contrasted with the very dark brown of the glass derived from the whole rock. Spectral reflectance curves of the two types of glass are shown in Fig. 5. The plagioclase-pyroxene glass has a higher overall reflectivity than the whole-rock powder (12063).

We conclude that ilmenite in the mare basalts is essential to the production of the dark glass, which, in turn, accounts primarily for the low albedo of the soil. Rocks without ilmenite (or other opaque phases) would be expected to undergo little or no darkening at the lunar surface as a result of vitrification.

**ANORTHOSITIC ROCKS COMPARED WITH LUNAR HIGHLANDS**

We turn now to the feldspathic component of the Apollo 11 and 12 soils. We separated anorthositic fragments from the Apollo 11 soil and measured the spectral reflectivity (Fig. 6). We took care to exclude all pieces of coarse basalt from our
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Fig. 6. Spectral reflectivity of anorthositic lithic fragments from Apollo 11 soil; compared with curves of the same material plus 5%, 10%, and 20% of fines from Apollo 11 soil (10084).

anorthositic sample, following the criteria of Wood et al. (1970). There are two striking features of the curve for the anorthositic separate: (1) The curve is dominated by pyroxene features rather than by the plagioclase, even though pyroxene makes up < 10% of the sample. This can be understood in terms of our previous discussion of mineral separates (Fig. 3). (2) The pyroxene bands are at 0.91 \( \mu \text{m} \) and at 1.8 \( \mu \text{m} \). These band frequencies correspond to pigeonite or orthopyroxene. Low calcium pyroxenes are characteristic of the anorthositic fragments as has been verified by optical and microprobe analyses (Wood et al., 1970).

We did not have a large enough sample of Apollo 12 soil to separate out the “foreign” feldspathic component. However, reports on the mineralogy of, for example, “Luny Rock 1” (10085, Albee et al., 1970), rock 12013 (Drake et al., 1970), “KREEP” (Gast and Hubbard, 1971), “Norite” (Wood et al., 1971) refer consistently to feldspathic rock containing minor low-calcium pyroxene. Although we have not yet made direct measurements on these Apollo 12 feldspathic rocks, we expect, based on the mineralogy, that the reflectivity curves will be very similar to the Apollo 11 anorthositic separate (Fig. 6). The band positions should be very near 0.91 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 1.8 \( \mu \text{m} \).

The Apollo 11 and 12 feldspathic rocks have far less ilmenite (typically \( \ll 5 \% \)) than the basalts. Anorthositic glasses from the Apollo 11 soil have about the same albedo as the crystalline fragments, and we expect that, in general, the Apollo 11 and 12 feldspathic materials alone darken little, if at all, by impact vitrification at the lunar surface. If comparable feldspathic rocks comprise the lunar highlands (Wood et al.,
an interesting problem arises as to how highland bright craters and rays with albedo \( \sim 0.25 \) darken with time to an albedo of \( \sim 0.13 \). ADAMS and MCCORD (1971) pointed out that the optical properties of the highlands may imply contamination by a few \% of the dark mare soil. We will not review here the arguments supporting the contamination hypothesis. We have, however, added Apollo 11 fines back to our Apollo 11 anorthositic separate to observe the change in spectral reflectivity. Figure 6 illustrates that addition of 5\% to 10\% of the dark fines degrades the absorption bands of the anorthositic material and depresses the albedo.

There are two important differences between the laboratory curve for the Apollo 11 anorthositic rock and the telescopic curves of the lunar highlands (ADAMS and MCCORD, 1970; MCCORD et al., 1971; and Figs. 7 and 8): The pyroxene band is (1) faint to absent for most of the highlands, (2) except for bright craters and rays where the band is at 0.95 \( \mu \)m (rather than at 0.91 for the anorthositic sample).

ADAMS and MCCORD (1971) presented evidence that the bright craters and rays have a higher crystal/glass ratio than the surrounding areas. The absorption band at 0.95 \( \mu \)m indicates that highland “rocky” areas have an average pyroxene composition similar to that found in the mare basalts, in contrast to the low calcium pyroxene of the feldspathic rocks recovered from the Apollo 11 and 12 sites.

Fig. 7. Normalized spectral reflectivity curves of 18 km-diameter areas on the lunar surface (McCord et al., 1971). (a) highland area near edge of Mare Humorum, (b) dark mare area (Tranquillitatis), (c) standard mare area (Serenitatis), (d) mare area (Frigoris), (e) highland bright crater (floor of Tycho), (f) mare bright crater (Mare Humorum), (g) mare bright crater (Aristarchus).
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The telescopic curves of "background" highland areas (other than bright craters and rays) have only a slight change of slope in the 0.9 μm to 1 μm region. The alteration of highland bright crater and ray material to "background" soil is accompanied by an almost complete degradation of the pyroxene band. Contamination by mare fines (or any other dark material), although it lowers the albedo, does not cause this much degradation of the pyroxene band (see Fig. 8). It is unlikely that the highland regolith is devoid of a pyroxene component, as the pyroxene band appears wherever (subsurface) bright-crater material is exposed. The disappearance of the band, instead, may be due to disordering of the pyroxene structure by extensive impact melting and shock alteration of the soil. Complete melting of the soil, however, probably would produce the weak Fe$^{2+}$ band at 1.1 μm, which is not observed.
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